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The last volume in this catalog details my just published memoir, Dark
Impressions, 35 Years as a Dealer in Books on the Occult. The
penultimate volume here is a special publication I am offering for a limited
time. These two books are at the nett catalog price, all others in this catalog
are 40% off the prices listed here.
*For this catalog I will only charge a flat $4.00 for domestic postage per order.
Ordering Information
***All books are the first printings of the first edition, in their original bindings, in very good to fine condition,
(no underlinings, library marks, worn bindings, etc) and OP in the edition offered unless specifically noted
otherwise. I usually only have one copy each so order quickly to avoid disappointment. Dates in parentheses are
the dates of the original edition.
ORDERS and reservations accepted 24 hours a day, seven days a week by phone, email, and mail and
confirmed within 24 hours.
Please order with author and title.
Past customers and institutional libraries will be billed, payment due on receipt and approval of books.
PRICES: I have carefully, painstakingly checked every book here against the Almighty Internet and priced them
as low as possible, almost always cheaper than anything comparable. Be mindful that the internet is full of
erroneous listings, spurious “dealers,” “bookjackers,” blurry, truncated reprints, ridiculously high prices and
deceptively low prices. I use ViaLibri.net, the largest and most complete search engine to sort through all that,
and unlike sites (ABE Books, Bookfinder etc) ViaLibri is not owned by Amazon (though it does search
Amazon, which now controls 75% of all books sold in the US). I’ve listed none of these books on the net but
will soon.
PAYMENT: I prefer to be paid with your personal check, payable to Todd Pratum, however if you would
rather use PayPal then please do so. New customers please pre-pay your first order, past customers will receive
their books with an invoice, payment on receipt. At this point I am not accepting credit cards.
LIBRARIES: Institutional libraries are billed according to their budgetary needs, books sent on approval.
Please let me know what your collecting fields are, and do forward my catalog to colleagues if so inspired.

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS: We have regular customers all over the world. We pack your books very carefully
and offer the lowest postage rates possible. Books will be sent by cheapest airmail, (surface mail no longer
available) and insured at cost. If you need a postage quote let me know. Payment by bank wire, US dollar check
or PayPal.
RETURNS: As always any purchase is returnable for any or no reason, (though a brief explanation helps),
please pack well and mail back promptly. If prepaid you will be refunded by check, or PayPal if that was your
payment method.
Catalog 100 will be my first printed catalog in over six years and my most unique ever. I’m only printing 100 copies,
preference will go to those who have bought recently though there will be a few extra copies. Print date February
2017
Later catalogs will focus on antiquarian & rare books, Mesmerism, Spiritualism, psychical research, hypnosis,
psychology, Forteana, eastern philosophy & religion, Arthurian and Celtic subjects (including Grail studies),
Shamanism, mythology & folklore, ancient & classical history, megalithic cultures and related bibliography.
I have a huge library of specialized reference books for sale, please inquire.
Scans and more information can be found on my home page: https://knowledge396.wordpress.com/
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ALL BUT THE LAST TWO BOOKS ARE
40% OFF THE CATALOG PRICE
Mackenzie, W. Mackay. – THE MEDIAEVAL CASTLE IN SCOTLAND. Rhind Lectures in
Archaeology 1925-26. London: Methuen 1927 1st ed, cloth & dj, 249pp, 31 plates and 19 text
illustrations, the entire text printed on excellent paper, jacket is a bit worn around the head and foot
else a fine copy. $90.00
Mahaffy, John P. – PROLEGOMENA TO ANCIENT HISTORY. Part I: The Interpretation of
Legends and Inscriptions. Part II, A Survey of Old Egyptian Literature. London: Longmans Green
1871 1st ed, publ’s green cloth with gilt Horus on front cover and lotus flowers on back cover,
XVI+438pp, frontis, tiny spot on spine, vg-f copy. Mahaffy (1839-1919) was a polymath and
prolific author, provost of Trinity College, Dublin. Oscar Wilde called him “ my first and greatest
teacher.” $95.00
Maier, Michael. - ATALANTA FUGIENS. An Edition of the Fugues, Emblems and Epigrams.
Translated from the Latin by Joscelyn Godwin. With an Introductory Essay by Hildemarie Streich.
Grand Rapids: Phanes Press, 1989, paperback, 215pp, with B & W illustrations throughout, mint
condition. No cassette. $50.00

Maier, Michael. - ATALANTA FUGIENS. An Edition of the Fugues, Emblems and Epigrams.
Translated from the Latin by Joscelyn Godwin. With an Introductory Essay by Hildemarie Streich.
Grand Rapids: Phanes Press, 1989, fine gilt maroon cloth, 215pp, with B & W illustrations
throughout, many of which are full-page, and two appendices, book fine jacket fine, with cassette
tape in shrink-wrap. Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks series, #22. An entirely different edition
from the De Jong edition, the main difference besides the translation is the inclusion here of the
complete musical score. This edition is reset though apparently unchanged from the limited edition
published Adam McLean. Both the cloth & paperback editions are OP but the paper edition can be
found used on the net but with no cassette tapes. $300.00
Malinowski, Bronislaw. - SEX AND REPRESSION IN SAVAGE SOCIETY. NY: Humanities
Press 1951 (1927), cloth & dj, 285pp, jacket chipped else fine. $18.00
Martin, Geoffrey T. – THE TOMBS OF MEMPHIS. New Discoveries from the Time of
Tutankhamen and Ramses the Great. London: Thames & Hudson 1991, boards & dj, large 8vo,
216pp, profusely illustrated in color and b & w, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $10.00
Marvin, F. S, editor. – SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION. London: OUP & Humphrey Milford
1923 1st ed, tall heavy 8vo, publisher’s handsome thick green cloth, 350pp plus three pages of ads,
lovely copy, mostly unopened. From the preface: “This volume is based on lectures given at the
Sixth Unity History School held at Woodbrooke near Birmingham in August 1922.” 12 papers,
including two by Charles Singer, on ancient medicine; and the Dark Ages, others on the beginnings
of science, science and education, science and health, science and religion (by Julian Huxley), one
on Greek mathematics by J. L. E. Dreyer, and another by A. N. Whitehead on “The First Physical
Synthesis.” $32.00
Matthews, Caitlin. - SOPHIA GODDESS OF WISDOM. The Divine Feminine from Black
Goddess to World-Soul. Hammersmith: Mandala 1991 1st ed, boards & dj, 378pp, 20 B & W
illustrations, fine copy. A major work of scholarship and antidote to the new age fantasies so
prevalent today. $32.00
McCarthy, Justin Huntly, editor. – THE THOUSAND AND ONE DAYS. Persian Tales. London:
Chatto & Windus 1892, two volumes, publ’s half Japanese vellum and boards, 281+288pp, frontis
to each volume, the vellum on volume one is a bit eroded with a tiny nick, else a very nice copy of
this elegant, breezy little collection of Persian stories and legends, meant to be a companion for
those familiar with The Thousand and One Nights. $45.00
McLean, Adam, editor. - THE MAGICAL CALENDAR: A Synthesis of Magical Symbolism from
the Seventeenth-Century Renaissance of Medieval Occultism. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1994,
paperback, 141pp, profusely illustrated with plates, charts and diagrams, notes, mint copy. Magnum
Opus Hermetic Sourceworks No.1. $12.00
McLean, Adam, editor. - THE MAGICAL CALENDAR: A Synthesis of Magical Symbolism from
the Seventeenth-Century Renaissance of Medieval Occultism. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1994,

handsome gilt cloth, 141pp, sewn signatures, profusely illustrated with plates, charts and diagrams,
notes, mint copy. Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks No.1. $125.00
McLean, Adam. - A COMMENTARY ON THE MUTUS LIBER. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press
1991, slim 8vo, red gilt cloth, 77pp, 15 plates, very fine condition. MOHS No.11. The “Mute Book”
here is fully treated with excellent reproductions of the plates. $90.00
McLean, Adam. - A COMMENTARY ON THE MUTUS LIBER. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press
1991, slim 8vo paperback, 77pp, 15 plates, very fine condition. MOHS No.11. $10.00
McLean, Adam. - THE ALCHEMICAL MANDALA: A Survey of the Mandala in the Western
Esoteric Traditions. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1989, elaborately gilt cloth with dj, 142pp, 30 fullpage alchemical mandalas plus a number of smaller mandalas, Hermetic Research Series, Number 3. Key
iconography, long op. $90.00
McLean, Adam. - THE TRIPLE GODDESS. Grand Rapids: Phanes 1989, [2nd ed] gilt illustrated
cloth, 122pp, very fine condition. One of McLean’s most involved and ambitious works, full of
erudition and occult insight and beautifully illustrated with plates, old woodcuts and mythological
figures. The text is the same as the 1st ed, but the illustrations have been expanded and reset and
improved. $50.00
McLean, Adam. – THE TRIPLE GODDESS. Edinburgh: Hermetic Research Series 1983, plain
sewn paperback, 76pp, some crudely reproduced line drawings and old woodcuts, fine copy. McLean
only issued a few copies. $22.00
Meier, Nellie Simmons. - LIONS PAWS, THE STORY OF FAMOUS HANDS. Preface by
William Benham, Introduction by Meredith Nicholson. NY: Barrows Mussey 1957, large 8vo,
publishers green cloth with dilapidated dust jacket, 160pp, many plates, cloth is unevenly faded.
With autograph presentation from the author who was a sort of celebrity palmist (the plates are
mostly reproductions of famous people’s hand, actors, writers, politicians etc.), yet she qualified for
the rare praise of the great Dr. Benham, author of one of the most important 20th century works
on chiromancy. $45.00
Mencken) MENCKENIANA. A SCHIMPFLEXIKON. NY: Knopf 1928, The “Expurgated
Edition,” publishers orange cloth, gilt panel on front cover, 132pp, nicely printed and in very good
condition. This edition (whose editorship I’ve not been able to discover) was preceded by a limited,
signed edition of 230 copies which also was “expurgated.” Though I’m not a serious fan of H.L
Mencken I found this to be hilariously entertaining and remarkably edifying. The sole purpose is to
present extracts from hundreds of hostile reviews of Mencken’s writings. He was one of the most
hated writers America has ever produced--in just one year alone more than 500 separate editorials
were written, most of them savagely attacking him. Gotta love that. $44.00
Mesmer) Fuller, Robert C. - MESMERISM AND THE AMERICAN CURE OF SOULS.
Philadelphia: University of Penn Press 1982, cloth & dj, 227pp, vg-f condition. Useful also for the
study of American Spiritualism, American utopianism, and 19th century fringe medicine and

healing modalities. Robert Fuller is an outstanding writer. I’ve read most of his books and
thoroughly enjoyed both his scholarship, his open-mindedness, and his levelheaded approach to
history. $36.00
Mesmer) Pattie, Frank A. - MESMER AND ANIMAL MAGNETISM. Edmonston 1994, cloth in
dj, 303pp, mint copy. Pattie is a recognized authority on hypnosis. Here he reconstructs the
biographical details of Mesmer from original sources. This is a major re-assessment of Mesmer and
not a reworking of previous research, the definitive scholarly book on Mesmer in spite of Pattie’s
hostility to his subject. Out of print, at the published price. $89.00
Mesmer) Walmsley, D.M. - ANTON MESMER. London: Robert Hale 1967, boards & dj, 192pp,
frontis plus 11 plates of glossy stock, two or three sentences neatly underlined, signature of the
physicist A. Mavromatis on fly, fine copy. $35.00
Michell, John. AT THE CENTER OF THE WORLD. Polar Symbolism Discovered in Celtic, Norse
and other Ritualized Landscapes. London: Thames & Hudson 1994, hardcover & dj, 184pp,
illustrated, vg condition. Now op, never issued in paperback but heavily remaindered and now a real
bargain. $10.00
Michell, John. ECCENTRIC LIVES AND PECULIAR NOTIONS. Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich
1984, hardcover with dj, 240pp, 24 pages of B & W illustrations, bibliography, and index, fine copy.
Although John Michell is best known for his landmark books on ancient metrology and other sacred
sciences, he also has an exceptionally curious open mind (rare for a Cambridge and Eton man!) that
has made him an authority on such diverse subjects as the identity of Shakespeare, crop circles,
simulacra and Forteana, and his questioning mind has put him on the trail of some of the strangest
people in the world and some of the strangest philosophies ever imagined. This book (long out of
print in both America and England), is the only full-length summary of those studies, the results of a
lifetime of research spent pondering the Terra Incognita of history, the fringes of human life that are
nearly lost and would certainly be forgotten if not for the labors of people like him. There are 22
chapters each covering a different subject, with titles such as “A dreadfully persistent lover”; “The
strange adventure of a Somerset genealogist”; “The man who got letters from statues”, etc. These are
not made up Fate Magazine stories—though he loved that genre--they are real people with weird ideas.
But Michell never trots them out like a two-headed snake at a side show, he has a respect for these
people rooted in a consciousness that knows the world-reality is grander and stranger than most can
imagine. Chapters on: The Lost Tribes of Israel and their various theorists; the Flat Earth Society and
their proofs; The last Druid, Morganwg; the great occult conspiratologist Nesta Webster; a history of
the hollow earth theory; the wild man hunter Monboddo; the father of modern eugenics Francis
Galton; the greatest bibliomaniac ever Sir Thomas Phillipps; Ignatius Donnelly and Atlantis, ufologists
like Adamski and the Earl of Clancarty, etc. Reprinted by Black Dog in 2002, this is the first edition.
$16.00
Michell, John. MEGALITHOMANIA. Artists, Antiquarians and Archaeologists at the Old Stone
Monuments. Thames & Hudson 1982, large hardcover & dj, wonderfully illustrated with 220 plates
and old woodcuts (some in color), 157pp, fine copy. While the title may sound slightly derisive, this is
in fact a serious, scholarly yet entertaining and nicely illustrated history of the subject and an essential

reference for anyone studying ley lines, Stonehenge, Stukeley, Inigo Jones, Druids, Carnac, megalithic
folklore, sacred landscapes and archaeological mysteries. $22.00
Michell, John. SECRETS OF THE STONES. The Story of Astro-Archaeology. London: Penguin
1977 small 8vo, paperback, 96pp, illustrated throughout, price blacked-out by an idiot bookseller
otherwise very fine condition. Published in England under the title A Little History of Astro-Archaeology.
This is an unchanged reprint for the US market, later re-issued by Inner Traditions under the same
title. $9.00
Michell, John. THE DIMENSIONS OF PARADISE: The Proportions and Symbolic Numbers of
Ancient Cosmology. Thames & Hudson 1988, hardcover with dj, 216pp, indexes of names and
numbers, illustrated throughout with diagrams, old woodcuts, astronomical tables, and gematria, fine
copy with handsome presentation inscription by Michell in his bold calligraphic hand. Along with
New View Over Atlantis, this is John Michell’s most important book, and the bible for modern students
of esoteric number and geometry. $95.00
Michell, John. THE TEMPLE AT JERUSALEM: A REVELATION. Weiser 2000, one of 300
signed copies, (signed on a plate tipped in at front), cloth & dj, 69pp, illustrated, very fine condition.
An examination of the ancient prophecy that the new millennium will be inaugurated by the
rediscovery of the Lost Temple of Solomon. $80.00
Mishnah). Lipman, Eugene J, editor & translator. – THE MISHNAH. Oral Teachings of Judaism.
NY: Norton 1970, publ’s cloth, 318pp, vg condition. $20.00
Mohammed) Wismar, Adolph L. - A STUDY IN TOLERANCE AS PRACTICED BY
MUHAMMAD AND HIS IMMEDIATE SUCCESSORS. NY: AMS Press 1966 reprint of the
1927 Columbia University Press edition, slim 8vo, thick red cloth, 108pp, sewn signatures, printed
on excellent paper, mint copy. $20.00
Monberg, Torben. – THE RELIGION OF BELLONA ISLAND. A Study of the Place of the
Beliefs and Rites in the Social life of Pre-Christian Bellona. Part 1: The Concepts of the
Supernaturals. Copenhagen: National Museum of Denmark 1966, tall 8vo, printed wraps, 139pp,
two folding and extending maps and charts plus a few other illustrations, trivial signs of use, very
good condition. These are the oral traditions of Bellona, a Polynesian Outlier island in the British
Solomon Islands. It is extremely isolated and was chosen for this study because of its late (1938)
introduction to Christianity $38.00
Monter, William. - RITUAL, MYTH AND MAGIC IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE. Athens:
Ohio University Press 1983, cloth & dj, 184pp, very fine condition condition. The author is an
authority on witchcraft and superstition. $18.00
Morrill, Sibley S. - AMBROSE BIERCE, F.A. MITCHELL-HEDGES AND THE CRYSTAL
SKULL. San Francisco: Cadleon Press 1972, slim octavo, plain glued wraps but text printed on laid
paper, 82pp, a few photos, vg-f. A fascinating book with much information about the most famous
crystal skull, the Mitchell-Hedges skull, an exact anatomically correct (with moving jawbone) crystal

skull found on a search for Atlantis. A true archeological enigma? Not to be confused with many
other crude examples in the British Museum and elsewhere. In the end it looks not. But this is also a
serious detective story exposing Bierce and Mitchell-Hedges as spies for the US Government. Very
scarce. $70.00
Muller-Ebeling, Claudia et al. – SHAMANISM AND TANTRA IN THE HIMALAYAS.
Rochester: ITI 2002, quarto, cloth-backed boards & dj, 309pp, printed on coated stock, profusely
illustrated in color with extensive scholarly apparatus, very fine condition copy. $36.00
Munsterberg, Hugo. - ZEN & ORIENTAL ART. Rutland: Tuttle 1965 1st ed, fine two-piece cloth
binding, 158pp, handsomely illustrated in photogravure, nicely printed and bound in Japan, vg-f
condition. Includes chapters on architecture, calligraphy, and gardens. $22.00
Murray, Margaret A. - THE GOD OF THE WITCHES. NY: Oxford University Press 1952 2nd
edition (1931), publ’s black cloth, 212pp, 16 plates, notes and index, a fine crisp copy. In 1921
Oxford published her Witch-Cult in Western Europe, which birthed the modern study of witchcraft
(along with Leland’s Aradia). Here she doubles-down on her much discredited (though entrancing!)
theory. $44.00
Murray, Margaret. - THE SPLENDOUR THAT WAS EGYPT. London: Sidgwick 1977 (1964),
2nd ed, cloth & dj, 256pp, wonderful B & W plates throughout, a fine volume in fine condition.
$28.00
Myers, Frederic W. - HUMAN PERSONALITY AND ITS SURVIVAL OF BODILY DEATH.
London: Longmans, Green, February 1903, 1st ed, 3rd printing June 1903, thick heavy octavo, two
volumes, publ’s gilt lettered blue cloth, 700+660pp plus a 40pp Longman’s catalog inserted at back,
a few plates and text figures, covers somewhat marked, joints a little worn in places, one hinge
cracked with webbing showing (but still firm) o/w a very good copy of a book often found
battered and dilapidated or miss-described, text-block clean and bright, sewing tight. With 1903
signature of the theologian Ebenezer Griffith-Jones (1860-1942) on the front flyleaf. Abridged in
1961 but never revised, this full edition has always been scarce and now rare, no good copies
online. Crabtree, No.1525, “ Without question the single most important work in the field of
psychical research.” Berger, p.283, “ One of the founders of the Society for Psychical Research and
so truly the architect that his passing almost sounded its death knell. Like so many of the early
researchers, he was a classical scholar who had studied at Trinity College, Cambridge.” The Berger
entry goes on to reveal some very curious information about his sexuality, his lover’s suicide, and
his influence on William James. The Wikipedia entry, like most there regarding esoteric and fringe
subjects, is hostile and biased. $220.00
Nag Hammadi) Bohlig, Alexander, Frederick Wisse and Pahor Labib, editors. – NAG HAMMADI
CODICES III, 2, AND IV, 2. THE GOSPEL OF THE EGYPTIANS, THE HOLY BOOK OF
THE GREAT INVISIBLE SPIRIT. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 1975, green gilt cloth (bound by
Brill in their usual style), 234pp, mint copy. The full hieroglyphic text with complete English
translation and massive scholarly apparatus. $128.00

Napaljarri, Peggy Rockman and Lee Cataldi, editors. - YIMIKRLI. Warlpiri Dreamings and
Histories. SF: Harper 1994, cloth in dj, 193pp, plus nine color plates, mint copy. Important
collection of 15 stories recited by Walpiri elders. Part of Harper’s admirable Sacred Literature series.
$11.00
Nasr, Seyyed Hossein. - THE GARDEN OF TRUTH. The Vision and Promise of Sufism, Islam's
Mystical Tradition. NY: HarperOne, 2007, seventh printing, boards & dj, 256pp, one double-page b
& w map, mint copy. $14.00
Nederlander, Munin. – KITEZH. The Russian Grail Legends. Translated from the Dutch by Tony
Langham. Foreword by John Matthews. Hammersmith: Aquarian Press 1991, boards & dj, 272pp,
a few illustrations, mint copy but the paper used is acidic and all copies found now will be browned
as here. This kind of paper was made famous by a film titled Slow Fires which explores the
problem of excessively acidic paper introduced by the large corporations that began to infiltrate
publishing in 1960’s. Aquarian Press, for all their pioneering titles usually chose the cheapest of
materials, pity! $8.00
Newman, Paul. - LOST GODS OF ALBION. The Chalk Hill-Figures of Britain. Thrupp: Wrens
Park, 2000 (1987), tall 8vo, glossy picture boards with matching jacket, 216pp, well illustrated.
Good reprint of this handsome topographical and archaeological book. $10.00
Newman, William R. & Lawrence M. Principe. – ALCHEMY TRIED IN THE FIRE. Starkey,
Boyle, and the Fate of Helmontian Chymistry. Chicago: University of Chicago Press 2002 1st ed,
cloth & dj, 344pp, eight plates and figures, very fine condition. $120.00
Newton, Joseph Fort. - THE BUILDERS: A Story and Study of Freemasonry. Cedar Rapids:
Torch Press 1915 (1914) 2nd printing, handsome publ’s blue gilt cloth with gilt compass to spine
and gilt lettered front cover, 317pp, two margins torn then repaired with now yellowing tape o/w a
fine copy, handsomely bound. An early copy of one of the most famous Masonic books of modern
times, still in print to this day and studied by every neophyte lodge member. Later editions were
revised. $40.00
Newton) Dobbs, B. J. T. - THE FOUNDATIONS OF NEWTON’S ALCHEMY. Or The
Hunting of the Greene Lion. Cambridge 1975 1st ed, cloth & dj, 300pp, illustrated, one tiny jacket
tear else a very fine copy of this landmark work, and still in print from CUP but in a rather crude
POD paper edition. In 1936 the Newton family auctioned off, through Sotheby’s, the family
archive of Isaac Newton’s papers and manuscripts. With this sale, one of the biggest secrets in the
history of science was uncovered, that Isaac Newton was obsessed with mystical alchemy his entire
adult life. He devoted 60 years to studying the great works, making copious notes, hand-copying
hundreds of tracts and treatises, and maintaining a voluminous correspondence with other students
of the art throughout Europe, keeping his scientific work secondary to his alchemical studies. Until
this fateful sale, Newton’s Hermetic side had been kept secret by his family, and his biographers
left out this embarrassing fact. Even now, the average account of his life and work makes only
passing mention of this ‘delusion’ that consumed him. While an advance catalogue of the pending
sale had been distributed beforehand, comparatively little attention was paid to an auction that

would later come to be recognized as historic. Attending the sale that day was John Maynard
Keynes. As the bidding progressed, Keynes slowly deduced what was being sold for ridiculously
low prices. Towards the end of the sale, he raced around buying up as many as possible. The whole
fascinating story is told in Susan Dry’s The Newton Papers. The Strange and True Odyssey of Isaac Newton’s
Manuscripts, (2014). $400.00
Nicholl, Charles. - THE CHEMICAL THEATRE. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1980,
hardcover with dj, 292pp, 32 B & W plates, extensive notes, bibliography, and index, fine
condition. A study of alchemical symbols and themes in the works of Shakespeare and his
contemporaries. $40.00
Nicholson, H. S., and A. H. E. Lee, editors. - THE OXFORD BOOK OF ENGLISH MYSTICAL
VERSE. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1917 1st ed, gilt edged blue cloth [‘Oxford blue cloth’], small 8vo,
644pp, joints a bit rubbed but a very nice copy of the first printing. Though the later OUP reprints
were still of good quality, this is superior. Edith Underhill, ‘AE’, Edward Carpenter, Coleridge,
Traherne, Herbert, Browning, A. E. Waite among others anthologized here. $75.00
Nicomachus) MANUAL OF HARMONICS OF NICOMACHUS THE PYTHAGOREAN.
Translation and Commentary by Flora R. Levin. Phanes Press 1994, fine gilt cloth, 208pp, nine B &
W figures, notes, bibliography, index, and appendix with Excerpts from Nicomachus, fine copy. Only
a few hundred cloth copies were printed, though still easily available in paperback. $90.00
Nott, Kathleen. – THE EMPEROR’S CLOTHES. London: Heinemann 1953 1st ed, small 8vo,
cloth & dj, 328pp, book fine jacket a little chipped and edge-worn. Billed on the jacket as “An
attack on the dogmatic orthodoxy of T. S. Eliot, Graham Greene, Dorothy Sayers, C. S. Lewis, and
others.” Nott was a respected novelist, atheist, humanitarian and committed rationalist. This was
one of her most popular books. $16.00
Oman, John Campbell. - THE GREAT INDIAN EPICS. THE STORIES OF THE
RAMAYANA AND THE MAHABHARATA. London: George Bell 1894, publishers red cloth,
spine gilt with black printed illustration to front cover, 231pp, color frontis and six B & W plates,
covers a bit spotted else fine copy. Oman, who was born in Calcutta, wrote a number of books well
reviewed at the time. This is his analysis of the two texts, with only brief excerptions. $40.00
Oman, John Campbell. – THE BRAHMANS, THEISTS AND MUSLIMS OF INDIA. Studies of
Goddess Worship in Bengal, Caste, Brahmaism, and Social Reform, with Descriptive Sketches of
Curious Festivals, Ceremonies, and Faquirs. Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs, nd [1907], publishers
thick red buckram, elaborately gilt on the front cover, XV+341pp, eight chalk plates and a number
of illustrated chapter headings, a few cover spots, old library stamps on title and fly otherwise a fine
copy of this handsome volume printed on lovely paper (British sheets], nicely typeset. I’ve not been
able to find much about the author, he seems to have been unfairly forgotten. He was Professor of
Natural Sciences at the Government College, Lahore, and the son of ‘a planter’ (the class of
Englishmen who settled India to plant tea and other crops). He was witness to ancient and
forbidden rituals and rites before the British shamed them out of them, for example ‘the suttee’ (the
ritual burning of widows alive). $165.00

OPEN COURT. A MONTHLY MAGAZINE. Volume XXVII. Chicago: Open Court 1913, ten
consecutive issues, No.681 (Feb 1913) to No.691 (Dec 1913) heavy 8vo, contemporary library
buckram, gilt lettered spine label, 768pp, fully indexed by author & subject, spine label worn,
binding a little edge worn and marked. Over 200 articles on everything from Egyptian birth-stories
to the dragons of China to the fourth dimension, plus about 20 book reviews. You can occasionally
find odd issues but bound volumes are very scarce now. A summer’s worth of deep reading here.
$200.00
Oppenheim, Janet. - THE OTHER WORLD: SPIRITUALISM AND PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
IN ENGLAND, 1850-1914. Cambridge: Cambridge UP 1985 1st ed, cloth & dj, 503pp, a few
portrait plates, fine copy. Incredibly detailed work, probably never to be surpassed. Cloth copies are
scarce. A goldmine! $135.00
Orpheus) Hogart, R. C, editor and translator. - THE HYMNS OF ORPHEUS. Foreword by
Kenneth Atchity. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1993, 1st ed, handsome gilt lettered & decorated
cloth, 184pp, sewn signatures, frontis, mint copy, low price. In his preface Hogart, who edited
Alchemy, A Comprehensive Bibliography of the Manly P Hall Collection, explains in his unique introduction
the confounding mystery of who Orpheus may have been, if he existed at all, and the many
scholarly and poetic attempts throughout history to interpret these hymns. Cloth editions are
scarce, glued paperbacks are not hard to find. Low price. $36.00
Orpheus) Mead, G.R.S. - ORPHEUS. London: John M. Watkins, 1965 (1896) small 8vo, cloth with
jacket, 208pp, vg-f condition. All editions of this monograph have become scarce. Mead was
Blavatsky’s longtime secretary and after 100 years his writings are still valued by those looking for
scholarly rigor backed by a personal, mystical understanding of the ancient world. $40.00
Ostwald, Wilhelm. – COLOUR SCIENCE. A Handbook for Advanced Students in Schools,
Colleges, and the Various Arts, Crafts, and Industries Depending on the Use of Colour. Authorized
Translation with Introduction and Notes by J. Scott Taylor. London: Winsor & Newton, nd, [1931],
two volumes, elaborately gilt green cloth, XVIII+141+173pp plus folding charts at back on card
stock including a color “dial” volvelle with mounted color chits showing semichromes, one hinge
cracked and unfortunately strained but still holding, spines a little creased otherwise trivial signs of
use, a fine copy of a handsome book often found dilapidated from art school use. Ostwald was a
renaissance man. Besides winning a Nobel in chemistry (gave away half his prize money) he was a
painter, a philosopher and a peacenik whose color theories influenced many modern painters, Klee,
Mondrian and Toby among others. $220.00
Padhi, Bibhu & Minakshi Padhi. - INDIAN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION, A READER’S
GUIDE. New Delhi: D. K. Printworld 1998 (1990), cloth & dj, 413pp, fine condition. A richly
detailed work that covers nearly every school and branch up to modern times, large index,
bibliography, glossary and notes. Originally published in 1990 by Ravenshaw College, the authors
are; an English professor; and a poet. When I first began to study Eastern philosophy it was so
complex and I couldn’t find a good guidebook like this! $28.00

Pal, Pratapaditya. - ART OF NEPAL. A Catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Collection. LA County Museum 1985, quarto, lovely dark green silk cloth, 257pp, profuse color
illustrations, fine in jacket. A perfect mix of scholarship and fine book arts. Pal is the world’s
leading authority on Nepalese art. He highlights many rare books and manuscripts and their
iconography, each of the 300+ illustrations are fully described. In print in paperback for $44.95.
$35.00
Palmer, Karen. - SPELLBOUND. Inside Africa’s Witch Camps. NY: Free Press 2010 1st ed, boards
& dj, 247pp, very fine condition. A narrative account of the author’s time spent in West Africa
among the witches and wizards. Written in an annoying news paper-ish expose style, and without
(apparently) any understanding of the original power these people once held, but with useful and
sad information regarding their present, now degraded state. $9.00
Pang, Hildegard Delgado. - PRE-COLUMBIAN ART. Investigations and Insights. Norman:
University of Oklahoma 1992, large quarto, cloth in jacket, 330pp, illustrated with line drawingreproductions of glyphs and art and B & W photographs of monuments, mint copy. Fantastic
presentation. Published at $70.00. $23.00
Panofsky, Dora & Erwin. - PANDORA’S BOX. The Changing Aspects of a Mythical Symbol.
Pantheon/Bollingen 1956, first printing, small quarto, 158pp, many plates, vg-f condition. A
bargain for sure. $28.00
Paracelsus) Gundolf, Friedrich. - PARACELSUS. Berlin: Bondi 1927, publ’s lovely green gilt cloth,
135pp, torn & chipped dj else fine. Text in German. $18.00
Patanjali. – YOGA, DISCIPLINE OF FREEDOM. The Yoga Sutra Attributed to Patanjali.
Translated and Edited by Barbara Stoller Miller. Berkeley: UC Press 1996, 2nd printing, small 8vo,
cloth-backed boards and dj, 114pp, mint copy. Stoller was a highly regarded translator, best known
for her definitive edition of the Bhagavad Gita. Includes a detailed glossary. $14.00
Pereira, Michael. – ACROSS THE CAUCASUS. London: Geoffrey Bles 1973 1st ed, boards & dj,
272pp, B & W plates on glossy stock, mint copy. An intelligent account of his travels throughout
the region, mostly concerned with recent history and the people he met, but with some material on
religion, folklore, and customs. The supposed birthplace of Gurdjieff. $28.00
Petrarch. - THE TRIUMPHS OF FRANCESCO PETRARCH, FLORENTINE POET
LAUREATE. Translated by Henry Boyd with an Introduction by Doctor Guido Biagi, Librarian of
the Royal Medicean Laurentian Library, Florence. London: Murray 1906, one of 100 copies printed,
quarto, publ’s blue cloth heavily embossed in blind with gilt lettered spine and raised bands,
unpaginated [181pp], six initial letters handpainted in gold (or perhaps applied gold foil), six full
page (copperplate?) engravings, rear joint a bit worn else fine copy of this handsome and strongly
bound quarto, an important sourcework for the history of the tarot. Another 200 copies were
printed in Boston, both are rare, combined WorldCat records only three copies, (however there is
one copy for sale online, $2,000). Boyd’s translation was first published in London in 1807, here
with a new afterword by Sydney Colvin, who writes “the plates are by an unknown artist from the

early Florentine school, each illustrating a personified triumph.” Colvin was keeper of prints and
drawings at the British Museum. $800.00
Plato. - THE DIALOGUES OF PLATO. Translated into English with Analyses and Introductions
by B. Jowett. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1953, 4th ed, four volumes, publ’s beautiful polished blue
cloth, a marvelous set in near flawless condition, rare as such. I waited 25 years to find this. Most
are familiar with the third edition, selling for $500+ these days, this is the 4th and last Jowett edition
and superior in all respects. It was considerably revised and enlarged by D. J. Allan and H. E. Dale
who provide a 15 page description of the changes in the preface. $420.00
Plato. - THE TIMAEUS AND THE CRITIAS, OR ATLANTICUS. Translated by Thomas
Taylor. NY: Pantheon/Bollingen 1952 (1944), cloth & dj, 249pp, publ’s handsome two-piece cloth
binding in a dust jacket that has one tiny tear otherwise very fine copy. The third title in the historic
series of books published by Bollingen. $27.50
Plato. – THE CRATYLUS, PHAEDO, PARMENIDES, TIMAEUS AND CRITIAS OF PLATO.
Translated from the Greek by Thomas Taylor, with Notes on the Craytlus and Explanatory
Introduction to Each Dialogue. Minneapolis: Wizards Bookshelf 1976, black fabrikoid heavily gilt
decorated, raised bands, XXV+428pp, frontis, number 208 of 2000 copies, fine condition. Plainly
re-typeset by the publisher with all kinds of additional material added making it an entirely new
edition. $33.00
Plato. - THE TIMAEUS AND THE CRITIAS, OR ATLANTICUS. Translated by Thomas Taylor.
NY: Pantheon/Bollingen 1952 (1944), cloth & dj, 249pp, publ’s handsome two-piece cloth binding
in a dust jacket that has one tiny tear otherwise very fine copy. The third title in the historic series of
books published by Bollingen. $27.50
Plotinus) Porphyry. – PORPHYRY’S LAUNCHING POINTS TO THE REALM OF THE
MIND. An Introduction to the Neoplatonic Philosophy of Plotinus. Translated from the Greek by
Kenneth Sylvan Guthrie. Introduction by Michael Hornum. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1988,
small 8vo, cloth & dj, 95pp, mint copy. $55.00
PLATFORM SUTRA OF THE SIXTH PATRIARCH. The Text of the Tun Huang Manuscript
with Translation, Introduction, and Notes by Philip B. Yampolsky. NY: Columbia University Press
1967, publ’s black cloth, 212pp plus brief unpaginated text in Chinese, very good copy. $44.00
Posnansky, Ing Arthur. – TIHUANACU. The Cradle of American Man. NY: J. J. Augustin 1945,
2nd ed of volume one, large heavy quarto, publ’s printed tan cloth, two volumes in one,
158+246pp, cloth a bit marked, foot of spine a bit frayed, front hinge a bit wobbly else vg, strongly
bound, text in fine condition. Illustrated with a profusion of plates and illustrations in color and b
& w, text illustrations, charts, maps, diagrams, photographs, line drawings, transparent overlays,
architectural plans, including many that are folding and some folding and extending. Bilingual
edition with English and Spanish in parallel columns. Posnansky (1873–1946) is easily one of the
most colorful scholars in the world of alternative interpretations of American civilization. He

believed Tihuanacu was the 17,000 year old birthplace of all Mesoamerican civilizations. Orthodoxy
has discredited his work, but others such as Charles Hapgood (Maps of the Ancient Sea-Kings) have
seen genius in his prodigious researches. Posnansky wrote many books, including the monumental
seven volume Mapa del rio Acre (1897), but this was his last and greatest contribution, the
summation and recapitulation of all before. In 1958 there were two further volumes published in
Bolivia, those are not hard to find on the net, however these first two volumes are very scarce.
Now he is probably best known through the writings of Graham Hancock, but I think Colin
Wilson and Rand Flem-Ath’s The Atlantis Blueprint gives a better estimation of his contributions.
$520.00
Prajñāpāramitā Sutra). THE LARGE SUTRA ON PERFECT WISDOM WITH THE
DIVISIONS OF THE ABHISAMAYALANKARA. Translated by Edward Conze. Berkeley:
University of California, 1975, 1st ed, publ’s cloth, 679pp, with two appendices, numerical lists, and
index, spine a little soiled, front hinge cracked and strained, evidence of smoke exposure (from
fire), else vg. From the library of the late Philip Whalen, famed poet and student of esoterica, with
his “chop mark” in red on the title and front paste-down. This volume was sponsored by the
Center for South and Southeast Asia Studies, University of California, Berkeley. $44.00
Prajñāpāramitā Sutra) LARGE SUTRA ON PERFECT WISDOM. With the Divisions of the
Abhisamayalankara. Translated by Edward Conze. New Delhi: Motilal 1990 reprint of the 1975 ed,
cloth and dj, 679pp, first and last few pages a little crinkled (Indian standards) else fine, an unused
new copy. First published by the University of California in 1975, this is a cornerstone for
Mahayana Buddhism. Contains both the Diamond, and Heart Sutras, plus much else. Conze's
translation “is the result of 35 years of close study,” (preface). $44.00
Proclus) Marinus of Samaria. – THE LIFE OF PROCLUS OR CONCERNING HAPPINESS.
Being the Biographical Account of an Ancient Greek Philosopher who was Innately Loved by the
Gods. Translated by K. S. Guthrie, Edited by David Fideler with an Introduction by John Michell.
Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1986, cloth & dj, 95pp, one of 200 copies, mint. Includes Thomas
Taylor’s Five Hymns of Proclus. $77.00
Pythagoras) ‘A Group of Students’. – PYTHAGORAS. Greek Philosopher. Initiate Teacher.
Founder of a Brotherhood at Crotona. Chicago: Theosophical Press 1925, small thin 8vo, publ’s
attractive gilt cloth, 123pp, double-page frontis, fine copy of a scarce little book. The authors are
untraced, and the book does not appear in Navia’s exhaustive Pythagoras, An Annotated Bibliography
(1990). $45.00
Pythagoras) Baker, Howard. - PERSEPHONE'S CAVE. Cultural Accumulations of the Early
Greeks. Athens: University of Georgia, 1979, blue cloth & dj, 335pp, illustrated throughout with B
& W photographs and figures, some of which are full-page, bibliographical essay, index, jacket
chipped with stupid bookstore sticker, foredge soiled else a good copy. Mostly on Pythagoras with
some on Eudoxus of Cnidus (necessarily), and a curious chapter on the Tunnel of Eupalinos.
Bargain price as this book was heavily remaindered, probably due to an overprinting by the
publisher. $12.00

Pythagoras) Dacier, M. - THE LIFE OF PYTHAGORAS WITH HIS GOLDEN VERSES. York
Beach: Weiser 1981 reprint (1st was 1707), gilt blue cloth, sewn signatures, 389pp, vg-f condition, a
facsimile reprint of the 1707 edition. $66.00
Pythagoras) Stanley, Thomas. - PYTHAGORAS, HIS LIFE AND TEACHINGS. Foreword by
Manly P. Hall, Essay by Henry L. Drake. LA: Philosophical Research Soc 1970, folio, publ’s brown
gilt boards, p.491-576pp, a facsimile reprint of the 85pp chapter devoted to Pythagoras in Thomas
Stanley’s History of Philosophy, published in 1687, spine with some edgewear but very good. $25.00
Quirke, Stephen. – THE CULT OF RA. Sun Worship in Ancient Egypt. London: Thames &
Hudson 2001 1st ed, boards & dj, 184pp, B & W illustrations, very fine copy. $16.00
Radhakrishnan, Sarvepalli, editor. – HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY EASTERN AND WESTERN.
London: George Allen & Unwin 1952 1st ed, two volumes, tall 8vo, publ’s purple cloth, 617+462pp,
spines a bit dull else fine condition. A massive and historic compilation of scholarship from the crème
de la crème of eastern authorities, no westerners were included and this is what makes it unique. For
those interested in the most ancient beliefs and sciences this will be particularly valuable. $55.00
Radhakrishnan) Murty, K. Satchidananda & Ashok Vohra. – RADHAKRISHNAN, HIS LIFE
AND WORKS. SUNY 1990 cloth & dj (one of the few such bindings SUNY has done), 239pp,
mint. The only critical and comprehensive biography of Radhakrishnan, one of India’s most
respected scholars and statesmen. He held both a British Knighthood and Oxford professorship,
and was president of India after Nehru. His books remain some of the finest English language texts
on Hinduism for the mature western student. This work gives you a synthesis of his philosophical
and religious beliefs, his biography with an up close glimpse into his personal life, (one that was
complicated by his twin loyalties), but also a fine look at Indian history during his long life.
Published at $54.50 then remaindered… $9.00
Randolph). Deveney, John Patrick. - PASCHAL BEVERLY RANDOLPH. A Nineteenth-Century
Black American Spiritualist, Rosicrucian and Sex Magician. Foreword by Franklin Rosemont.
SUNY, 1997, 1st ed, glossy sewn boards, 607pp, mint copy. This is not only a masterpiece of
scholarship, not only the sole book on a very important and neglected man, but an extremely well
written work, making it one of the finest fruits of occult scholarship published in the last 20 years.
Anybody who doesn't know the career of Randolph (1825-1874) is in for an unusual discovery. A
Black man living in Civil War America working as an occultist who advocated free love and the use
of hashish, who practiced sex magic, knew Lincoln, and founded the first Rosicrucian order in
America, the Fraternitas Rosae Crucis, and that’s just for starters. $200.00
Read, John. - THROUGH ALCHEMY TO CHEMISTRY. A Procession of ideas and
Personalities. London: Bell 1961 (1957), small 8vo, cloth in dj, 206pp, 49 plates and text figures,
index, glossary and notes. An uncommonly fine copy, lovely dust jacket. The text is almost entirely
consumed with the history of alchemy, beautifully written. Jung had a copy in his library (C. G. Jung
Bibliothek Katalog p.61). A paperback reprint was published by Dover titled From Alchemy to Chemistry.
$65.00

Renouf, Peter Le Page. - THE LIFE-WORK OF SIR PETER LE PAGE RENOUF. FIRST
SERIES: EGYPTOLOGICAL AND PHILOLOGICAL ESSAYS. Paris: Ernest Leroux 1902,
1903, 1905, 1907, 1st editions, large heavy 8vo, publ’s polished black cloth with gilt decorated
covers, four volumes: volume I, 460p, photogravure portrait frontis, three folding plates, volume II,
439p; volume III, 558p, three folding plates; volume IV, CLVII+398p, 62 plates on card stock.
Volume I edited by G. Maspero and W. Harry Rylands; Vols II & III edited by Edouard Naville
and W. Harry Rylands; Volume IV, The Book of the Dead, (continued and completed by E.
Naville), with a 157 page biography of Renouf by Naville. A beautiful copy, small bits of the back
joint on volume four are falling away (cloth defect), foot of volume four very slightly chipped, one
spine a little faded else fine, text bright and firm, a remarkable survival considering the weight of
these volumes (especially volume four). Renouf was Keeper of Oriental Antiquities at the British
Museum. The controversy over Budge’s succession, which Renouf was against as he thought Budge
to be unreliable, is pretty revealing because as it turns out Renouf was correct, Budge’s translation
of the Book of the Dead has been almost completely discredited, yet for some reason Renouf’s
translation here has been largely forgotten while Budge’s is still in print and regularly referred to as
if canonical. $640.00
Ringbom, Lars-Ivar. – PARADISUS TERRESTRIS. Myt, Bild Och Verklighet. Helsingforsiae:
Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae 1958, large quarto, sewn wrappers with jacket, 446pp printed
on thick coated stock, profusely illustrated, in Swedish with 10 page English summary, jacket neatly
repaired with clear tape else vg-fine condition. A monumental work on the history of the idea of
Paradise, and the possible original locations. $60.00
Ripley, George. - LES DOUZE PORTES D'ALCHIMIE. La Vision du Chevalier George, Le
Traite du Mercure. Introduction, Notes et Figures Bernard Biebel. NP: Guy Tredaniel 1979, sewn
wraps, 144pp, woodcuts and plates, vg-f. $70.00
Ripley, George. – MEDULLA ALCHYMIAE. THE MARROW OF ALCHEMY. Translated by
William Salmon, edited by Major & Bennet. LaSalle: Antares Press 1994 glued paperback, 122pp,
fine. Typescript edition, text in English. $120.00
Ritson) Bronson, Bertrand H. - JOSEPH RITSON, SCHOLAR-AT-ARMS. Berkeley: University of
California Press 1938, 1st ed, two volumes, publ’s red cloth, 819pp, printed on laid paper, folding
plates, inscribed presentation copy from Bronson, fine copy. The very scarce definitive biography
of this unusual and controversial scholar. Ritson (1752-1803) was a literary antiquarian who wrote
attacks on Percy (claiming he had distorted poems in his Reliquary to give the air of antiquity), a
strident vegetarian (adopted after reading Mandeville), and close friend of Walter Scott. Ritson's A
Select Collection of English Songs was illustrated with seven engravings by Blake. He was a classical
scholar who also collected fairy and children's lore which he published in a number of books. His
most exhaustive antiquarian publication was a gathering together of nearly everything ever known
about Robin Hood. All his researches are marked by a near obsessive objectivity and refusal to
romanticize the past. Bronson (1902-1986) was a professor at UC Berkeley who must have had a
very large book collection, as for over 20 years I keep finding his books in shops around here. Rare,
no copies online. $285.00

Robbins, Russell Hope. - THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WITCHCRAFT AND DEMONOLOGY.
NY: Crown, 1959, large 8vo, boards & dj, 571pp including a bibliography of over 1000 titles, text
illustrations throughout, chipped dj. A book club edition of probably the single most useful reference
book on witchcraft in English. I can compare it only to Grillott de Givry, Kittridge, and the MRTS
edition of Witches, Devils & Doctors, but Robbins is wider than any of these. $32.00
Rogers, J. A. – SEX AND RACE. Negro-Caucasian Mixing in All Ages and All Lands. Volume
One, The Old World. St. Petersburg: Helga M. Rogers 1968 5th printing (1941), boards & dj, 303pp,
fully illustrated with B & W plates, mainly portraits, small spot on title, binding cocked and jacket a
bit worn. My first bookshop was located in the predominantly black neighborhood of the Haight
Fillmore in San Francisco where books by Rogers abounded, and they fascinated me. His main
thesis is that many famous Caucasian people have “black blood”, and how this fact in history has
been suppressed. He wrote many books but his masterpiece is Sex and Race, which was published in
three volumes over a period of three years 1941-44, though each volume is complete in itself.
Unscholarly yet quite detailed, he weaves in science, religion, anthropology, folklore, evolution,
while using diaries, death-bed confessions, paintings and especially photographic evidence which he
believes show Negroid features in many Caucasian people. Sold with: Rogers, FROM
"SUPERMAN" TO MAN. NY: Joel A. Rogers, 1965 fifth edition (i.e printing), blue cloth, 132pp,
index, vg in worn and tattered dj. A strange narrative discussing “ the present problem of Negro
relations” Praised by W. E. B. Dubois. $48.00
ROSA ANGLICA. Sev Rosa Medicinae. Johannis Anglici. Edited with Introduction, Glossary and
English Version by Winifred Wulff. London: Simpkin Marshall for the Irish Texts Society 1929
(1923), publ’s green cloth, elaborate gilt decorated spine, 434pp plus 27pp catalogue mounted to the
rear paste-down, old call numbers neatly painted in white on spine else a fine copy. The medieval
medical handbook reputedly by John of Gadesden. $90.00
Rosarium Philosphorum). THE ROSARY OF THE PHILOSOPHERS. Edited with a
Commentary by Adam McLean. Edinburgh: Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks 1980, sewn
white wraps, 130pp, 20 B & W woodcut illustrations, Magnum Opus Hermetic Sourceworks series No.6,
very fine copy. Arguably the most sought after title in this historic series, there were three editions,
a colored edition (only a dozen or so produced), the B & W limited vinyl edition, and this, which is
an exact reprint in sewn paper binding. $75.00
Rosenzweig, Franz. – THE STAR OF REDEMPTION. NY: Holt, Rinehart & Winston 1971,
translated from the second edition of 1930, large 8vo, cloth & dj, 455pp, very fine condition. A
volume in The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization series. The author, who collaborated with Martin
Buber on a translation of the Hebrew Bible, began this critique of Hegel and modern German
philosophy in a WWI trench. $78.00
Rutherford, Ward. – THE DRUIDS AND THEIR HERITAGE. London: Gordon 1978, tall 8vo,
boards & dj, 179pp, fine. A serious though unscholarly work. $12.00
Santayana, George. - PLATONISM AND THE SPIRITUAL LIFE. London: Constable 1927 1st
ed, small 8vo, fine brown polished cloth with dj, 94pp plus one of ads, printed on lovely rag paper,

a few passages neatly and faintly underlined in pencil, book in fine condition, jacket badly chipped
and crudely repaired. The first American edition, which is entirely different in format, can be easily
found, this is very rare. $450.00
Sappho. - SAPPHO THE POEMS AND FRAGMENTS. Greek Text with an English Translation
by C. R. Haines. London: Routledge c.1926, publ’s half vellum & cloth, gilt morocco spine label,
255pp, 20 plates, a fine copy of this handsomely bound edition, The Broadway Translations series,
with many scholarly additions. Haines was master of Dover College and an authority on Marcus
Aurelius and Fronto. $140.00
Sappho) Page, Denys. – SAPPHO AND ALCAEUS. An Introduction to the Study of Ancient
Lesbian Poetry. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1955 1st ed, cloth & dj, 340pp, spine of jacket a bit faded
else very fine copy. $120.00
Saxl, F. - LECTURES. Foreword by G. Bing. London: Warburg Institute 1957, two volumes,
quarto, publ’s gilt blue cloth in plain dj, 380 pages of text plus separate volume of 243 full page
plates on glossy paper, very fine condition. Many remarkable chapters including ‘The Revival of
Late Antique Astrology’ which is based on Saxl’s unique familiarity with the collection of
astrological manuscripts held by the Warburg and the University of London. Rare, no copies on the
net and never reprinted though a brief selection of the text and plates was published by Penguin in
1970. $450.00
Saxl, F. & R. Wittkower. - BRITISH ART AND THE MEDITERRANEAN. London: Oxford
University Press 1969 (1948), folio, publ’s thick brown buckram, unpaginated (approx 100pp),
profusely illustrated in b & w, remains of dj laid in, very fine copy. Though an offset reprint,
according to the new introduction by Wittkower some errors and omissions are here corrected.
1000 copies of the first edition were printed, about the same for this 2nd ed. $78.00
Saxo Grammaticus. – THE HISTORY OF AMLETH PRINCE OF DENMARK. Translated by
Oliver Elton. Introduction by Israel Gollancz. Illustrated by Sigurd Vasegaard. [NY:] The Limited
Editions Club 1954, calf-backed printed boards, 107pp, full page woodcuts throughout, one of 500
copies numbered and signed by the illustrator, fine copy in slipcase. Handsomely printed in large
font on thick paper. Compiled in the 12th century and mainly taken from the Icelandic Sagas. This
is an edition to inspire and read through in one sitting, with no footnotes or any scholarly
emendations to trip you up. $55.00
Scholz, B. F., M. Bath and D. Weston, editors. - THE EUROPEAN EMBLEM. SELECTED
PAPERS FROM THE GLASGOW CONFERENCE, 11-14 August 1987. Leiden: Brill 1990, tall
8vo, publ’s blue gilt cloth, 185pp, numerous plates, errata slip, mint copy. Ten chapters including
ones on Daniel Cramer, emblems and Freemasonry, Thomas Palmer, Andreas Alciat. In print at
$197.00. $145.00
Schouten, J. - THE PENTAGRAM AS A MEDICAL SYMBOL. An Iconographical Study.
Nieuwkoop: De Graff 1968, glossy boards, 98pp, printed on coated stock and sewn. 41 plates and text

illustrations, small dent to back cover extending into a few last pages else mint copy. An attractive
production. The author, a medical doctor, is director of the Municipal Museum of Gouda. $35.00
Schuon) Cutsinger, James S. - ADVICE TO THE SERIOUS SEEKER. Meditations on the
Teachings of Frithof Schuon. NY: SUNY 1997 1st ed, glossy boards, 225pp, spine faded else fine.
$48.00
Schwaller de Lubicz, R.A. - SACRED SCIENCE: The King of Pharonic Theocracy. New York:
Inner Traditions International 1961 1st ed, hardcover with dj, 302pp, fine copy. 54 diagrams and
illustrations, four B & W plates, notes, bibliography, index, three tables showing the Principal
Philosophical Schools and Chronological Relationships; and nine appendices: Excerpts from Greek
Philosophers, Excerpts from Laplace and Berthelot, From the Infinite to the Transfinite, Clement
of Alexandria and Egypt, Catalogue of Egyptian Books, The Egyptian's Knowledge of Astronomy,
The Monuments and Astronomy, The Establishment of the Calendar, and Alternation in
Developmental Growth. $65.00
Seiss, Joseph A. - THE GOSPEL IN THE STARS: OR, PRIMEVAL ASTRONOMY. NY: Cook
1900, 3rd ed, small 8vo, publ’s blue beveled cloth, 522pp, folding zodiac at back, covers a bit
spotted else vg-f. Includes a 10 page glossary of star names. Reprinted many times, scarce in the
original. Seiss was a Lutheran pastor noted for his fine oratory, and a prolific author. In his
preface, after reviewing the works of Faber, Drummond, Dupuis, Bailly, Volney and others he
makes the case for the supernatural meaning of the stars. “The theory that they have come from
natural observations of the seasons and man’s occupations in different parts of the year is but a
rationalistic conjecture, unsupported by facts or analogy. It is the mere guess of men pressed by
the presence of a great and masterly system marked on the heavens for which they know not how
to account, a guess.” Loosely laid in is a contemporary photographic reproduction of the author
provided by the publisher, with ads on the back. $120.00
Seligmann, Kurt. – THE HISTORY OF MAGIC. NY: Pantheon 1948 1st ed, large 8vo, cloth & dj,
504pp, profusely illustrated in b & w, jacket a little rubbed with one small chip, book fine. One of
the first modern comprehensive histories of magic, it also serves as a splendid iconography thanks to
the profusion of well-chosen (though poorly reproduced) illustrations. $75.00
Sellar, W. V. – THE ROMAN POETS OF THE AUGUSTAN AGE, VIRGIL. With a Memoir by
Andrew Lang Oxford 1897, 2nd ed, 423pp plus Oxford’s catalog. Sellar. - THE ROMAN POETS
OF THE AUGUSTAN AGE, HORACE AND THE ELEGIAC POETS. Oxford 1897, 3rd ed.
Sellar. - THE ROMAN POETS OF THE REPUBLIC. Oxford 1905 3rd ed, 474pp plus catalog.
Three volume set, all bound in publisher’s handsome green cloth, fine copies, partly unopened. A
complete set of Sellar’s great work, “The standard English work of literary criticism on the
Augustan poets.” (T. E. Wright, Fifty Years and Twelve of Classical Scholarship, 1968, p.415). Rare, no
sets online. $300.00
Sesti, Giuseppe Maria. - THE GLORIOUS CONSTELLATIONS, HISTORY AND
MYTHOLOGY. Introduction by Elemire Zolla. NY: Harry N. Abrams 1991, large quarto, silk
cloth & dj, 495pp, profusely illustrated in color & b & w, in new condition, mint. Perhaps the most

magnificently illustrated English language book on the history of constellations in all ancient and
medieval civilizations. Gorgeous book arts. $360.00
Seznec, Jean. – THE SURVIVAL OF THE PAGAN GODS. The Mythological Tradition and its
Place in Renaissance Humanism and Art. NY: Bollingen/Pantheon 1953, quarto, handsome twopiece cloth binding in slightly chipped dj, 375pp printed on coated stock, well illustrated, fine
condition. Originally published as La Survivance des Dieux Antiques, (Studies of the Warburg
Institute, 11). One of the most influential studies from the Warburg and an important sourcebook
for Joscelyn Godwin’s The Pagan Dream Of The Renaissance. Seznec was among the first to
conclusively demonstrate how the pagan gods continued to exist and dwell in man’s imagination
and spiritual worlds and persevere long after the ascent of Christianity. This large handsome work
was later reprinted by Princeton in a cheap paperback edition with plates--which are central to an
understanding of the text—so reduced in size to be almost useless. $44.00
Seznec, Jean. – THE SURVIVAL OF THE PAGAN GODS. The Mythological Tradition and its
Place in Renaissance Humanism and Art. NY: Bollingen/Pantheon 1953. Another copy, spine a
little water stained, cloth a tiny bit dust soiled all else vg-fine. I also have a sewn paperback reprint
for $9.00. $28.00
Shairp, J. C. - STUDIES IN POETRY AND PHILOSOPHY. Edinburgh: David Douglas 1886,
4th edition, preface by G. D. B., short 8vo, publishers light blue cloth gilt lettered with gilt ruled
cover, XXXI+468pp, portrait frontispiece and one other plate, front hinge cracked, spine a little
dust darkened, front cover bit stained, bookplate of Canon Charles Smyth (“Nobilis Ira”) with a
number of interesting pencil notes on the blank flyleaves. Shairp’s main concern is Coleridge,
Wordsworth and Keble, plus 60 pages devoted to Thomas Erskine. Wordsworth’s famed poem ‘To
Erskine’ was a paean to Thomas Erskine. Scarce. $45.00
Shakespeare) ‘A Cambridge Graduate.’ [i. e. Walter Begley]. – IS IT SHAKE-SPEARE? The Great
Question of Elizabethan Literature. Answered in the Light of New Revelations and Important
Contemporary Evidence Hitherto Unnoticed. London: John Murray 1903 1st ed, publ’s blue cloth,
387pp, three plates on glossy stock, ex-library, binding worn and marked, interior stamps, hinges
strained, but text-block is mostly fine and printed on excellent and thick paper. Begley has been
unfairly forgotten, he was a Baconian and student of the Kabbalah and this work contains many
references to Elizabethan esoterica. A scarce volume. Recent computer text analysis has proven
that the bard cribbed from others, and collaborated with a number of other writers like Kyd,
Nashe, Marlowe and Middleton. $32.00
Shakespeare) Harman, Edward George. - EDMUND SPENSER AND THE
IMPERSONATIONS OF FRANCIS BACON. London: Constable 1914 1st ed, large 8vo, boards
& dj, 608pp, fly-leaf a bit wrinkled else fine copy in jacket with primitive tape repairs, text printed
on thick cotton-based paper. A detailed work, fully footnoted and indexed in a somewhat early dust
jacket. During the WWII paper-drives in England and the US dust jackets were specifically
requested by the military and thus pre-WWII jackets are more difficult to find. $32.00

Shakespeare) Lang, Andrew. - SHAKESPEARE, BACON, AND THE GREAT UNKNOWN.
London: Longmans Green 1912, publ’s pale green cloth, XXVII+314pp plus ads, frontis and seven
plates, good copy, spine faded, front fly gone, hinges cracked, front hinge rather strained else vg.
Posthumously published, the proofs were edited by his wife. Lang is a Baconian, and here is
another attempt at proving Bacon’s authorship of Shakespeare. Though Lang certainly new
Shakespeare well, he seems less familiar with the life of Bacon. $78.00
Shakespeare) Melsome, W. S. - THE BACON-SHAKESPEARE ANATOMY. London: George
Lapworth & Co 1945, small 8vo, publ’s gilt cloth, 250pp plus ads, portrait frontis of the author,
spine dull, front cover a bit spotted, text fine and crisp. A close examination and comparison of
the words, language, use of phrases, historical quotes and literal references that both men used.
Melsome is Anti-Stratfordian though not a Baconian. Gerald Massey among others is quoted to
support his meandering and often confusing analysis, still quite interesting! $18.00
Shakespeare) Pares, Martin. - A PIONEER, IN MEMORY OF DELIA BACON. London: Francis
Bacon Society 1959, 2nd edition, small thin 8vo, cloth & dj, 70pp, frontis on glossy stock and one
other plate, vg-f condition. Delia Bacon (1811-1859) dearly loved friend of Emerson and Whitman
(the later another strident Anti-Stratfordian) is famous for, among other things, the first author to
write substantially on the question of Shakespeare’s identity. Contrary to a common misconception
she is not related to Francis Bacon. $33.00
Shakespeare) Pares, Martin. – MORTUARY MARBLES. London: Francis Bacon Society [c.1963],
small slim 8vo, sewn booklet, 95pp, a few plates and frontis, very fine condition. A collection of
previously published essays in Baconiana, some on the plays, others revealing that the words and
phrases contained in Shakespeare's plays come from Bacon, for example words describing plants
and weeds, games, music, slang, utopian philosophy, etc. $24.00
Shakespeare) Stotsenburg, John H. - AN IMPARTIAL STUDY OF THE SHAKESPEARE
TITLE WITH FACSIMILES. Port Washington: Kennikat Press 1970 (reprint of the 1904 1st),
publ’s thick buckram gilt lettered, 530pp, fine copy. The author was a lawyer and judge who applies
those rigorous legal skills to demolishing any possibility that “Shakesper” could have written
anything, and that the plays are written a consortium of at least three people (rarely mentioning
Bacon), and that “there is no need to resort to elaborate cryptograms and acrostics” to do this, thus
the book is grounded mainly upon literary evidence (or lack thereof). One of the better older books
on the subject, with some material on various occult figures of Elizabethan England (Thomas
Dekker etc). $38.00
Shakespeare) Sweet, George Elliott. – SHAKE-SPEARE THE MYSTERY. NP: [author], 1956, 1st
ed, publ’s dull cloth binding, 125pp, autographed, very good copy. With an improbable two page
introduction by Earle Stanley Gardner (1889 – 1970), who besides his TV fame wrote interesting
books on Baja California, especially the cave artist cultures. $14.00
Shelley, Donald A. – THE FRAKTUR-WRITINGS, OR THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS
OF THE PENNSYLVANIA GERMANS. Allentown: Pennsylvania German Folklore Society
1961, large 8vo, handsome red-printed cloth, 375pp, six color plates on glossy stock plus 305 text

figures gathered together at end and also printed on glossy paper, the whole work on excellent
paper with frequent rubrications, a few pages lightly creased, book and text in fine condition, dust
jacket chipped, a wonderful production and a very scholarly work with hundreds of footnotes and
detailed bibliography. An epitome and guidebook to the subject. $78.00
Shiloah, Amnon. – MUSIC SUBJECTS IN THE ZOHAR TEXTS AND INDICES. Jerusalem:
Magnes Press & Hebrew Univ 1977 sewn wraps, XIII+1155pp, vg copy with the early version of
Joscelyn Godwin’s bookplate, taken from Maier. Text is in Aramaic Hebrew with English
introductory material. $65.00
Shiloah, Amnon. – THE EPISTLE ON MUSIC OF THE IKHWAN AL-SAFA. Tel-Aviv
University 1978, sewn wraps, 755p, covers rubbed, a few tiny marks in the margins, very good copy
with presentation inscription from the author to Joscelyn Godwin with Godwin’s signature and
bookplate. Shiloah is a leading Arab-Israeli musicologist. A rare and important sourcebook, no
copies online. $90.00
Shore, Thomas William. - ORIGIN OF THE ANGLO-SAXON RACE. A Study of the Settlement
of England and the Tribal Origin of the Old English People. Port Washington: Kennikat Press
1971, exact reprint of the 1906 edition, stout cloth, sewn signatures, 416pp, vg-f condition. The
only good reprint I’ve seen, the first edition is very scarce. $50.00
Silverman, David P, editor. - SEARCHING FOR ANCIENT EGYPT. Art, Architecture, and
Artifacts from the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Dallas
Museum of Art & Cornell University Press 1997, heavy quarto, cloth in jacket, 342pp, profusely
illustrated in color and B & W , mint copy. The collection, which includes architectural pieces from
an Old Kingdom tomb chapel, is divided up into sections such as private art, royal art, divine art,
etc. Published at $60.00 but remaindered hence the low price. $12.00
Simplicius. – SIMPLICIUS ON ARISTOTLE’S “PHYSICS 3.” Translated by J. O. Urmson, Notes
by Peter Lautner. Ithaca: Cornell University Press 2002, boards & dj, 198pp. Sold with:
SIMPLICIUS ON ARISTOTLE’S PHYSICS 8.6-10, Cornell 2001, bound as the above, 247pp.
Sold with: SIMPLICIUS ON ARISTOTLE’S ‘ON THE HEAVENS 1.1-4, 164pp, as above, all in
fine condition. These are the first three volumes of what became a six volume work, The Ancient
Commentators on Aristotle series, all edited by Richard Sorabji. $355.00
Singer, Dorothea Waley. - CATALOGUE OF LATIN AND VERNACULAR ALCHEMICAL
MANUSCRIPTS IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND DATING FROM BEFORE THE 16TH
CENTURY. Brussels: Lamertin 1928, three volumes, heavy 8vo, recent (and well done) white
buckram with gilt lettering on spines and front covers, XXIII+1179pp, (continuous pagination),
sewn signatures, fine condition with original wrappers mounted on front pastedowns. Very rare and
never reprinted, the only copy I’ve seen for sale in 35 years, (and I bought this 30 years ago).
$900.00

Skeat, Walter W. - A CONCISE ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1948 (1882), short 8vo, red fabrikoid, 663pp, fine copy.
$12.00
Skelton, R. A., Thomas E. Marston, and George D. Painter. - THE VINLAND MAP AND THE
TARTAR RELATION. Foreword by Alexander O. Vietor. With an Introduction by George D.
Painter and Essays by Wilcomb E. Washburn, Thomas A. Cahill and Bruce H. Kusko, and
Lawrence C. Witten II. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995, [second edition], heavy quarto,
cloth & dj, 291pp, folding plates, fine condition. The final and definitive edition, superseding the
previous edition by incorporating a number of recent scholarly discoveries that here put an end to
the mystery of this map. Besides the account of the map this serves as a comprehensive epitome on
the Viking discovery of North America. Remaindered heavily hence the bargain price $14.00
Skinner, J. Ralston. - KEY TO THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN MYSTERY IN THE SOURCE OF
MEASURE ORIGINATING THE BRITISH INCH AND THE ANCIENT CUBIT. With New
Hebrew & Numeric Index and Skinner Bibliography by John H. Drais. San Diego: Wizards
Bookshelf 1982, gilt cloth, sewn signatures, XVI+324+63+[6]+75pp plus folding map at back,
mint copy (most I’ve seen are well used). For advanced students of numerology, geometry, and
gematria. $78.00
Snodgrass, Adrian. - ARCHITECTURE, TIME AND ETERNITY: Studies in the Stellar and
Temporal Symbolism of Traditional Buildings. New Delhi: International Academy of Indian Culture,
1990 first and only edition, quarto, cloth, two volumes, 622pp, profusely illustrated with 203 plates
and text illustrations, extensive notes, and lengthy bibliography, two cloth corners slightly bumped,
text fine and in actuality a new copy leftover from when I imported these from the publisher, but now
OP and scarce. Easily the most important recent book on esoteric architecture and building
alignment, a complete survey of all the world’s traditions: Indian, Greek, Near Eastern, Christian,
Chinese, Islamic, North American Indian, Mesoamerican, African, and other lesser traditions. The
author is partially informed by Traditionalist authors such as Guenon, Coomaraswamy, and older
schools of esoteric thought. $400.00
Socrates. - PORTRAIT OF SOCRATES. The Apology, Crito, and Phaedo of Plato in an English
Translation with Introductions and Notes by R. W. Livingstone. Oxford: Clarendon Press 1966
(1938), small 8vo, publ’s blue cloth, LVI+200pp, fine copy. $16.00
Socrates) Blakeney, Edward Henry, editor & translator. - THE APOLOGY OF SOCRATES. The
Greek Text of Plato. Edited, with Introductory Notes, Commentary, and English Translation.
London: Scholartis Press, 1929, stout gilt cloth, tall octavo, 202pp, printed on rag stock, five
appendices, vg-f condition. One of 500 copies, rag paper, lovely. Scholartis Press was founded by
the great lexicographer Eric Honeywood Partridge and was located across the street from the
British Library where Partridge worked at the same desk for 50 years. Most of their publications,
like this, are examples of unimpeachable scholarship presented via fine book design. $75.00
Spanuth, Jurgen. - ATLANTIS OF THE NORTH. London: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1979, 1st edition
in English, boards & dj, 302 pp, numerous B & W plates & text illustrations, book fine, jacket very

slightly chipped. Spanuth wrote three large and detailed volumes on Atlantis, this is his final
summation and one of the more thought provoking books on Atlantis, thanks in part to his
familiarity with the Frisian sources and his voyages and underwater explorations. Though his theory
is another that is highly improbable, the way he gets at it brings much interesting erudition,
especially regarding Bronze Age mysteries. $16.00
Spare, Austin Osman. - A BOOK OF AUTOMATIC DRAWINGS. London: Catalpa Press 1972,
folio, 20 leaves (i.e 40pp) printed on watermarked mould-made rag paper uncut and unbound, one
of 200 numbered copies (this copy unnumbered), accompanied by a cancelled personal check
handsomely signed and issued by Spare (itself nicely printed with raised bank-mark and perforations,
dated 1942), fine condition, Harper A6a. 12 full page drawings plus text. According to Harper this
was meant for the goat skin edition but apparently left over. $225.00
Spence, Lewis. - ATLANTIS IN AMERICA. London: Ernest Benn 1925 1st ed, publ’s grey cloth,
213pp, 16 plates and 13 text illustrations, notes, index, and chronological table., mostly fine
condition. Without doubt one of Spence's most important Atlantis books, and a key resource for
those following his Egyptian diffusionist theories. $38.00
Spence, Lewis. - THE MYTHS OF ANCIENT EGYPT. NY: Dingwall-Rock nd, [c.1915],
publisher’s gilt lettered green cloth, 369pp, unusually large index and glossary, 16 plates in color by
Evelyn Paul plus 32 B & W plates, all on glossy stock, front cover a bit silverfished, fine condition.
First American edition, published simultaneously in the UK by Harrap, part of the Myths and Legends
series. $42.00
Spence, Lewis. - THE MYTHS OF MEXICO AND PERU. NY: Dingwall-Rock, nd, [c.1913]
publ’s gilt lettered green cloth, 366pp, about 60 plates on glossy stock, and three maps, fine fresh
copy. Spence (1874-1955) wrote numerous books, this is one of his earliest, dating from when he
was particularly fascinated with the ancient cultures of Central America, which he saw as evidence
of ancient Egyptian influence. Though there is no internal evidence provided by the publisher this
book was part of an anonymously edited series of seven (or possibly eight) books in the Myths and
Legends series, handsomely produced and printed on excellent paper. $44.00
Spence, Lewis. – AN INTRODUCTION TO MYTHOLOGY. London: Harrap 1921, first edition,
publ’s green cloth, 334pp. frontis, covers very lightly shellacked else vg-f. Part of the Myths and
Legends series, printed on excellent paper. The scope is limited to the mythology of literate peoples,
mainly those of the ancient Near East. $40.00
Spence, Lewis. – THE PROBLEM OF ATLANTIS. NY: Brentano’s 1925, 2nd ed, (1st ed 1924),
publ’s gilt cloth, 232pp, 16 plates on glossy stock including the frontis which depicts a “conjectural
map” of where Atlantis may have existed, crisp bright copy. With a three page preface detailing
editorial changes. Spence’s first book on Atlantis, followed a year later by The History of Atlantis.
Here he briefly speculates on the possible existence of Atlantis then proceeds to examine what
exactly it may have been like by sifting through a lot of cross cultural similarities between Egypt,
Mesoamerica, and North American cultures. $30.00

Spence, Lewis. – WILL EUROPE FOLLOW ATLANTIS? London: Rider nd [c.1942], publ’s blue
cloth, 192pp, spine slightly cocked else fine. A scarce and highly unusual book in which one of the
greatest authorities on Atlantis sees parallels with Nazi Europe and the fabled lost continent, and
one of the first books on Nazi occultism in English. It follows his 1940 book The Occult Causes of the
Present War, then followed by The Occult Sciences in Atlantis (1943). See Godwin’s Atlantis and the Cycles
of Time for an excellent summary of these three books. Spence has been unfairly relegated to the
margins of accepted scholarship, yet even the ‘great doubter’ Martin Gardner wrote that he is “the
sanest of occult Atlantis scholars.” One of Spence’s more difficult titles to find, only a few copies
online. $88.00
Spinoza) Waton, Harry. – THE KABBALAH AND SPINOZA’S PHILOSOPHY AS A BASIS
FOR AN IDEA OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY. Book Two: The Philosophy of Spinoza. NY:
Spinoza Institute of America 1932, publisher’s stout blue cloth, 270pp, back cover slightly marked
and dented else fine condition. Comprising Waton’s translation (with commentary) of De Intellectus
Emendatione; and Cogitata Metaphysica. Harry Waton (1871-1959) was a Russian-born American
philosopher who translated many of Spinoza’s works into English. $58.00
St. Epiphanius. – THE PANARION OF ST. EPIPHANIUS. Selected Passages. Translated by
Philip R. Amidon. NY: OUP 1990, publ’s blue cloth, 378pp, very fine condition. A Jesuit edition,
with chronological collections of passages beginning with the earliest of philosophers, Pythagoras,
the Platonists, Gnostics, Orphics, etc, then the Church Fathers, Medieval historians and saints etc.
Probably less than 500 copies printed. $90.00
St. Germain) Cooper-Oakley, Isabel. THE COUNT OF SAINT GERMAIN. Introduction by Paul
M. Allen. Blauvelt: Steiner Publications 1970, cloth & dj, 248pp. “ A remarkable source of valuable
insight” (Allen). $25.00
St. Hill, Katherine. - MEDICAL PALMISTRY, OR THE HAND IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.
[London] Rider nd [1930], publ’s red cloth, VIII+132pp, three plates on glossy stock plus a few
text illustrations, uncommonly fine copy. The companion to her previous work, The Book of the
Hand, together forming a major treatise on the subject. $100.00
St. Hill, Katherine. - THE BOOK OF THE HAND. A Complete Grammar of Palmistry for the
Study of Hands on a Scientific Basis. London: Rider 1927, 1st ed, large 8vo, publ’s red cloth, 339pp,
portrait frontispiece plus three glossy plates, hinges cracked and strained, cloth unevenly faded,
internally fine and bright.There have been a number of later reprints but the photolithographic
plates which here show the subtle details of the hand and fingers are blurred. The author founded
The Chirological Society of Great Britain, the first society founded for the express purpose of
furthering the academic study of palmistry and cheirology. All editions of this book are scarce.
$120.00
St. Hill, Katherine. - THE BOOK OF THE HAND. A Complete Grammar of Palmistry for the
Study of Hands on a Scientific Basis. London: Rider 1927, 1st ed, large 8vo, publ’s red cloth, 339pp,
portrait frontispiece plus three glossy plates, hinges cracked and strained, cloth unevenly faded,
internally fine and bright. There have been a number of later reprints but the photolithographic

plates which here show the subtle details of the hand and fingers are blurred. The author founded
The Chirological Society of Great Britain, the first society founded for the express purpose of
furthering the academic study of palmistry and cheirology. All editions of this book are scarce.
$120.00
St. Hill, Katherine. - THE BOOK OF THE HAND. A Complete Grammar of Palmistry for the
Study of Hands on a Scientific Basis. NY: Putnam’s 1928, 1st American edition, publ’s cloth, 339pp,
four plates including frontispiece on glossy stock and numerous text illustrations, binding a little
spotted, front hinge cracked and strained, text in fine condition and printed on excellent paper.
$88.00
Stace, W. T. - A CRITICAL HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY. London: Macmillan 1920,
gilt lettered polished blue cloth, 386pp, yellowing portrait of the author neatly mounted to the fly,
nice copy. Stace is concerned with the metaphysical and philosophical content, and in spite of the
title this is not a history of Greek philosophy. Especially valuable for the 120 pages on the preSocratics. $65.00
Stacy-Judd, Robert. - ATLANTIS, MOTHER OF EMPIRES. LA: Devorss 1939 1st ed, large
quarto, publ’s plain brown fabrikoid, XXIX+336pp, No.1145 of 1500 copies printed on thick
cotton stock, color frontispiece and numerous plates in half-tone printed on matte stock, line
drawings by the author plus two folding chronological charts, spine lettering dull else very good to
fine condition, strongly bound. Apparently at one point the binder ran out of the decorative paper
cover used for earlier numbers and substituted this for the binding, otherwise identical. The
author’s rather astounding architectural career is detailed in Robert Stacy-Judd, Maya Architecture and the
Creation of a New Style by David Gebhard (Capra Press 1993), a monograph that minutely documents
his visionary designs for contemporary buildings in Los Angeles, many that were actually built.
$220.00
Stacy-Judd, Robert. - ATLANTIS, MOTHER OF EMPIRES. LA: Devorss 1939 1st ed, large
quarto, publ’s plain brown fabrikoid, XXIX+336pp, “A special author’s edition of one hundred
copies” No.33, printed on thick cotton stock, color frontispiece and numerous plates in half-tone
printed on matte stock, line drawings by the author plus two folding chronological charts, spine
lettering dull, edges and front joint a little worn with bits of fraying else very good to fine condition,
strongly. All “editions” of the 1929 printing are identical, Stacy-Judd was clearly trying to imitate
Manly Hall’s way of publishing limited editions. The author’s rather astounding architectural career
is detailed in Robert Stacy-Judd, Maya Architecture and the Creation of a New Style by David Gebhard
(Capra Press 1993), a monograph that minutely documents his visionary designs for contemporary
buildings in Los Angeles, many that were actually built. $170.00
Stauffer, Vernon. – NEW ENGLAND AND THE BAVARIAN ILLUMINATI. Photocopy of
the Columbia UP 1918 edition, quarto, “comb-bound” (heavy plastic spiral spine) XII+374pp, fine
condition. Studies in History, Economics and Public Law Vol. LXXXII, No.1, Whole Number 191.
$14.00

Stavenhagen, Lee, editor & translator. - A TESTAMENT OF ALCHEMY: Being the Revelations
of Morienus, Ancient Adept and Hermit of Jerusalem to Khalid Ibn Yazid ibn Mu'awiyya, King of
the Arabs, of the Divine Secrets of the Magisterium and Accomplishment of the Alchemical Art.
Hanover: Brandeis University Press 1974, slim octavo, cloth with dj, 76pp, very fine copy. $115.00
Stevenson, Ian. - CASES OF THE REINCARNATION TYPE. Volume 1: Ten Cases in India.
University Press of Virginia 1975 large 8vo, cloth & dj, 374pp, very well bound in stout open-weave
cloth, jacket torn else fine. Later expanded into three more volumes each with a geographical focus.
Stevenson is the acknowledged authority on the subject, simply amazing reading. $26.00
Suzuki, D. T. – THE ZEN DOCTRINE OF NO MIND. London: Rider 1958 (1949), small 8vo,
cloth & dj, 159pp, front fly lacking else nice. Foreword by Christmas Humphries. $65.00
Summers, Montague. THE VAMPIRE IN EUROPE. London: KPTT 1929, 1st ed, tall 8vo cloth,
330pp, eight plates, spine a touch faded, fly and title slightly creased else a fine copy of a book often
found worn. Many cheap reprints now. $75.00
Suzuki, D.T. - ZEN AND JAPANESE CULTURE. NY: Pantheon 1959 1st ed as such, publ’s
handsome two-piece cloth binding, 478pp, 64 plates plus folding plates in facsimile photogravure,
beautifully illustrated, vg copy, Bollingen series LXIV. The most sublime work on the culture of Zen
ever written, the revised and enlarged second edition of Zen Buddhism and its Influence on Japanese
Culture published in Kyoto by the Ataka Buddhist Library in 1938. The opening chapter, ‘What is
Zen? is famous for the dry humor, especially when you know that Suzuki was the “houseboy” of
Paul Carus! $35.00
Swedenborg) Larsen, Robin, editor. - EMANUAL SWEDENBORG. A CONTINUING VISION.
A Pictorial Biography & Anthology of Essays & Poetry. NY: Swedenborg Foundation 1988, large
heavy quarto, fine gilt cloth & dj, 558pp, bibliographies, index, notes, etc., color frontispiece plus
hundreds of illustrations of all kinds, full page color plates, old woodcuts in the text, color
reproductions of 18th century oil paintings, old title pages, engraved portraits, maps, plans,
genealogical tables, etc, the jacket has one small chip out of the spine otherwise a mint copy. An
exceptional epitome! Papers by 60 different authorities, the range is exceptional: Kathleen Raine, H.
W. Janson, Czeslaw Milosz, Stephen Larsen, Wilson Van Dusen, Jorge Luis Borges, Michael Talbot
(author of The Holographic Universe), Edward C. Whitmont and other less well known figures and
authorities, writing on Swedenborg and: Homeopathy, archetypal healing, mining, science, poetry,
theology, Corbin, Egyptian Hieroglyphs, love, Sweden, London, publishing, Blake, mysticism,
dreams, near death experience, the afterlife, city planning, music, funerary art, Emerson and the
Transcendentalist, Dostoevsky, W. B. Yeats, Swedenborg’s psychology etc & etc. Published at
$75.00, but the foundation overestimated their audience and printed way too many copies and now
this is ubiquitous on the internet. $28.00
Szekely, Edmond. - MEDICINE TOMORROW. An Introduction to Cosmotherapy. Translated by
Purcell Weaver. London: C. W. Daniel 1951 (1938), publ’s green cloth, 289pp, 15 charts &
diagrams (some folding) in mounted pocket, fine copy. An original and important interpretation of
healing and naturopathic philosophy. I went to high school with his grandson and partied naked at

his grandfather’s resort. He told me his grandfather was a Transylvanian prince, the black sheep of
the family who was later deposed and ostracized. I always thought he was joking but it turned out
to be true. Szekeley is a remarkable example of the kind of European seeker--totally sincere--who
after years in continental libraries (including those of the Vatican), studying numerous ancient
languages and translating obscure spiritual texts eventually winds his way to the magical lands of
California, establishing an intentional community, first in San Diego then in Tecate Mexico on the
slopes of Mount Kuchama (where Evans-Wentz would later settle and write about), all the while
writing a plethora of fantastical books on everything from early Gnostic rituals, vegetarianism,
occult healing, and the secret life of Jesus. Today his intentional community, Rancho La Puerta, has
been transformed into a playground for the rich and famous, (with a staff of 400 according to
Wikipedia). $240.00
TABVLA SMARAGDINA. Broadside poster, 16 x 17.5” printed on thick light green mould-made
hemp paper with flecks of silver, No.86 of 91 signed copies, very fine condition. A Latin translation
of the Emerald Tablet, translated and beautifully printed letterpress by John Stahl, Evanescent Press,
1990. Printed on the first legal hemp paper in America since the 1920s. My visit to Stahl’s digs deep
in the redwoods of Humbolt is related in my memoir. I can provide photos and scans on request.
$175.00
Taft, Edna. - A PURITAN IN VOODOO-LAND. Philadelphia: Penn Publishing 1938 1st ed, cloth
& dj, 407pp, numerous B & W plates on glossy stock, book fine, jacket edge-chipped and basically
worn out. A fair amount on religion in Jamaica, but mainly on contemporary and earlier history and
the lives of people there that she met. $20.00
Taylor, G. Rattray. - SEX IN HISTORY. London: T & H 1954, cloth & dj, 336pp, dj very slightly
chipped but a fine copy. Remains one of the great histories of sex, particularly for the
understanding of the critical role of Christianity in perverting sex with religious guilt. $28.00
Taylor, Thomas. - THOMAS TAYLOR THE PLATONIST. SELECTED WRITINGS. Edited with
Introductions by Kathleen Raine and George Mills Harper. Princeton: PUP 1969 1st and only ed, full
black cloth, XIII+544pp, dj a bit rubbed as usual, a fine copy. The only reference volume devoted to
Taylor, essential. The introductions by the two editors consist of 134 very valuable pages. There are 24
pages of plates including a photograph of the lost bust of Taylor found amongst Geoffrey Watkins
papers, examples of Taylor's handwriting and title pages. Includes reprints of the principle
biographical accounts from Taylor's day, and a complete bibliography of Taylor's books which,
though faulty in a few places, is still the best, and the only other besides those of Axon and Balch.
$90.00
Thomas, Francis. - SECRETS IN THE HAND OR PALMISTRY SIMPLIFIED. In Alphabetical
Form for Easy Reference, Based Upon Actual Experience. NY: [author] 1899, publishers illustrated
white cloth elaborately printed in black, 158pp, text thumb-indexed, profusely illustrated, both
hinges cracked and strained, binding a little soiled, contemporary palmist’s bookplate to front fly,
good reading copy of a surprisingly scarce book, abridged in 1968. $40.00

Thoreau) Bonner, Willard H. – HARP ON THE SEA. Thoreau and the Sea. Edited and Compiled
by George R. Levine. Albany: SUNY 1985, glossy boards, sewn, 128pp. Published at $59.50.
Bonner has written many books on Thoreau, whose love of the sea has not been often recognized.
Thoreau’s passion for New England’s maritime culture, and his metaphors of the ocean, water, and
sea are here explored in a subtle way without the pedantry one might expect. This was Bonner’s last
book before he died in 1988. $12.00
Thorndike, Lynn. A HISTORY OF MAGIC AND EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE. NY: Columbia
University Press 1947-1964 [1st ed 1923-1958], publ’s thick green cloth, sixteen volumes bound in
eight, over 6,000 pages, each volume fully indexed with massive bibliography, extensive notes
throughout, lovely condition, dust jacket to volume VII (which is a first printing), from the library of
Bernard Rosenthal with his tiny library label in each volume. This is a beautiful early copy of a title
which was printed and reprinted by Columbia in successively inferior bindings. To the unaccustomed
eye most later printings will look the same, they are all in green cloth but early sets like this are far
superior and the last printings are crudely bound and not sewn, difficult to use without cracking the
binding. This Magnum Opus has been almost continuously in print since it was first published in
1923. For the serious scholar, it is simply impossible to do research without it. A complete history of
all the major and minor figures. “Indispensable …” (Antoine Faivre). Still in print at $1600.00.
$1050.00
Todd, Ruthven. - TRACKS IN THE SNOW: Studies in English Science and Art. London: The
Grey Walls Press 1946, slim octavo, cloth with dj, 133pp, mostly fine copy with Joscelyn Godwin’s
bookplate and signature. Important chapters on Blake, and Higgins. $12.00
Tompkins, Ptolemy. - THIS TREE GROWS OUT OF HELL. Mesoamerica and the Search for
the Magical Body. NY: Harper SanFrancisco 1990, cloth & boards, 189pp, a few illustrations, very
fine condition. Explores the darker aspects of Mesoamerica, blood rites, cannibalism etc, but also
the mysteries of the pyramid culture (larger in size than those in Ancient Egypt), the shamanistic
religions of the area, Chichen Itza, etc. Ptolemy is the son of Peter Tompkins. $16.00
TRANSACTIONS OF THE MANCHESTER ASSOCIATION FOR MASONIC RESEARCH.
[five issues] 1940, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, sewn wraps, about 160pp each, plates (some folding) and
text figures, spines cocked and a bit chipped else vg. A mix of the historical, the exoteric and the
esoteric, anonymously edited. $75.00
Tucci, Giuseppe. - TIBET, LAND OF SNOWS. Translated by J. E. Stapleton Driver. New
York: Stein & Day 1967, quarto, cloth with partial dj laid-in, 216pp on coated stock, 106 plates, (38
of them color), plus nine text illustrations, maps of Tibet, select bibliography, general index and
index of Tibetan terms, fine condition. $28.00
Tucker, Michael. - DREAMING WITH OPEN EYES. The Shamantic Spirit in Twentieth Century
Art & Culture. London: Aquarian 1992, large heavy 8vo, sewn, 432pp, fully illustrated in color and,
strongly bound and well printed on glossy stock, fine copy. Never published in hardcover, yet the
quality here is as good or better than most hardcover books. One of the most interesting books on
art & esotericism since Maurice Tuchman’s The Spiritual in Art. Tucker’s general thesis is that the

artist is the most intrepid and successful explorer of truth and wisdom, making way for all others to
follow, (hints of Joseph Campbell here). $18.00
Tuveson, Ernest Lee. – THE AVATARS OF THRICE GREAT HERMES. An Approach to
Romanticism. Lewisburg: Bucknell UP 1982, cloth & dj, 264pp, book fine jacket has a few trivial
bits of wear. This is a highly original work which for some will be way off the mark, others may
find his attention to the Romantic Poets and the American Transcendentalists to be valuable.
$145.00
Tweed, Thomas A. - THE AMERICAN ENCOUNTER WITH BUDDHISM 1844-1912.
Victorian Culture and the Limits of Dissent. Bloomington: Indiana University Press 1992, cloth &
dj, 242pp, mint copy. The author, a religious scholar, traces the beginnings, flowerings and declines
while discussing every imaginable character, stressing the problem of “dissent” from orthodoxy in
American religious culture. $22.00
UPANISHADS. A Second Selection. Translated by Swami Nikhilananda. London: Phoenix House
1957 (1954), publ’s handsome red cloth, 390pp, vg-f. The first volume was published in 1949, there
were two further volumes completing the project. $14.00
Vail, Isaac N[ewton]. – THE WATERS ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT OR THE EARTH’S
ANNULAR SYSTEM. The Mosaic Record Scientifically Explained. Philadelphia: Ferris & Leach
1902, publ’s tan ribbed cloth with paper label, VII+401+[1]pp, 12 plates on glossy stock, binding a
bit marked, spine a little bubbled, text clean bright and tight. There was a further edition which
appears to be a reprint. According to the Velikovsky Encyclopedia (online) Isaac Newton Vail (18401912) was “…a Quaker learned in mathematics, astronomy, Latin and Greek. He is known for his
"Canopy Theory" who in 1886, had come to the conclusion that the Earth had once been girdled
by a doughnut-like structure of ice crystals which, in keeping with Genesis 1:6-8, he alluded to as
the firmament." This theory had serious currency at the time, and was adopted wholeheartedly by
Charles Taze Russell, early founder of the Jehovah Witness movement. Donald L. Cyr issued an
abridged paperback reprint (Stonehenge Viewpoint 1988). As supporting evidence, Vail disputes
the idea that coal is a “vegetable product” and not the result of millions of years of decay. In the
appendix he explicitly reveals his belief of a submerged lost continent in the Pacific. I suppose if
your name is Isaac Newton you’ve got to do something with that. Rare, no copies online. $185.00
Van den Broek, Roelof, & Wouter J. Hanegraaff, editors. - GNOSIS AND HERMETICISM
FROM ANTIQUITY TO MODERN TIMES. SUNY 1998, glossy boards, sewn, 402pp, upper
portion of front board and spine sun-faded else a mint copy. The glued paperback is still in print,
this sewn hardcover is nearly impossible to find. $120.00
Vaughan, Henry. – THE WORKS OF HENRY VAUGHAN. Edited by Leonard Cyril Martin.
Oxford: Clarendon Press 1914, 1st ed 1st printing, two volumes, fine polished Oxford blue cloth,
714pp (continuous pagination), plates, mainly of title pages, joints a little worn but a fine copy.
Includes Hermetical Physick and most of his other Hermetic poems. Though his twin brother
Thomas Vaughn is better known as an Hermeticist, Henry was equally immersed in Hermetic
thought just not as prolific in that subject. He was greatly influenced by the metaphysical poet

George Herbert, whom he may have been related to. He chose the name ‘Silurist’ to reflect his love
of the Celtic pagan lore he absorbed from the Welsh land where he lived most of his life. Nice
copies are difficult to come by. $90.00
Versluis, Arthur. – GNOSIS AND LITERATURE. Saint Paul: Studies in Religion and Literature
1996 1st ed, gilt decorated glossy boards, 248pp, autographed, very fine condition. $44.00
Versluis, Arthur. – TELOS. NY: Arkana 1987, glued paperback, 1st ed (apparently never published
in hardcover), 156pp, autographed presentation for David Fideler, acidic pages are now browning
else fine copy. $14.00
Versluis, Arthur. AMERICAN TRANSCENDENTALISM AND ASIAN RELIGIONS. NY:
Oxford Univ Press 1993, cloth in dj, 355pp, many notes, bibliography, and index, mint copy. IP at
$160.00. $85.00
Versluis, Arthur.- THE ESOTERIC ORIGINS OF THE AMERICAN RENAISSANCE. NY:
Oxford University Press 2001 1st ed, cloth, 234pp, fine condition. Astounding really, changes
everything you probably thought about “occult America”. $80.00
Vett, Carl. – DERVISH DIARY. Translated by Eldridge W. Hathaway. LA: Knud K. Mogensen
1953, boards & dj, 193pp, plates, jacket a little edge-worn. Vett (1871-1956) was a Danish psychical
researcher and Anthroposophist who was (allegedly) the first non-Muslim to live in the
Naqshbendi Sufi monastery, this is his account. He later became a pioneer in biodynamic
agriculture and was a diplomat during WWII. $58.00
VISION OF PIERS PLOWMAN. Newly Rendered into Modern English by Henry W. Wells. With
an Introduction by Nevill Coghill and Notes by the Translator. London: Sheed & Ward 1959
(1935), cloth & dj, 304pp, very fine copy of this well produced tome. For those who don’t plan on
reading Piers Plowman in the original old English! $22.00
Vitruvius. - THE TEN BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE. Translated by Morris Hicky Morgan.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1926 (1914), tall 8vo, publ’s cloth, 331pp, illustrated
throughout with B & W plates, text figures, and architectural plans, front hinge is cracked and
strained with old and now yellowing tape repairs, one small blank margin also repaired, binding dull
and a little marked, a good reading copy, fairly scarce. Still one of the standard English translations
of De Architectura. There is a new Loeb translation in print at $56.00, and Harvard sells an e-book
version of this Morgan translation for $65.00. $68.00
Voeglin) Sandoz, Ellis, Editor. – ERIC VOEGLIN’S SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE MODERN
MIND. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP 1991, cloth & dj, 218pp, very fine condition. 12 essays on
Voeglin including one by Stephen A. McKnight, author of the acclaimed Science, Pseudoscience, and
Utopianism in Early Modern Thought. $18.00
Vogel, J. PH. - INDIAN SERPENT-LORE, OR, THE NAGAS IN HINDU LEGEND AND
ART. New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 1995 (1926), tall octavo, publ’s plasticized cloth,

318pp, 30 B & W photographs on coated stock, (most of which are full-page including
frontispiece), notes and index, mint copy. This is a quality reprint from India of the rare London
edition, well printed and strongly bound. Photographs in most Indian reprints (and cheapo-reprint
houses like Kessinger) usually don't turn out very well but AES has done an excellent job here.
$90.00
Waddell, L. A. - THE MAKERS OF CIVILIZATION IN RACE & HISTORY. Showing the Rise
of the Aryans or Sumerians, their Origination & Propagation of Civilization, their Extension of it
to Egypt & Crete Personalities & Achievements of their Kings, Historical Originals of Mythic
Gods & Heroes with Dates from the Rise of Civilization about 3380 B.C. Reconstructed from
Babylonian, Egyptian, Hittite, Indian & Gothic Sources. London: Luzac 1929 1st ed, large heavy
8vo, publ‘s gilt cloth, LVI+646pp plus unpaginated plates II-XXIV, with an additional 25 B & W
plates on coated stock including frontispiece and over 150 B & W figures, maps, charts & tables,
some of which are full-page several of which are folding & extending, index & notes, the frontis is
detached (publ’s poor gluing), otherwise a lovely copy of this huge work, inscribed by the author
on the title page. Waddell (1854-1938) is easily one of the most fascinating and confounding
historians of the ancient world, said by some to be the real life inspiration of ‘Indian Jones’. Of all
his books this is surely his magnum opus, of course rejected whole-heartedly by the establishment.
Rare. $220.00
Waite, A. E. - DEVIL WORSHIP IN FRANCE. With Diana Vaughan and the Question of
Modern Palladism. Introduction by R. A. Gilbert. Boston: Weiser 2003, cloth & dj, XXV+305pp,
high quality reprint, alkaline paper, sewn signatures, plus excellent new introduction to this work,
mint copy. First published in 1896. The complete contents are delineated in Coumont’s Demonology
& Witchcraft. In print at $50.00. $38.00
Walker, D.P. - SPIRITUAL AND DEMONIC MAGIC: From Ficino to Campanella. London:
Warburg 1958, tall octavo, Warburg’s grey linen, 244pp, notes, and index, Studies of the Warburg
Institute No.22, edited by G. Bing, trivial dust soiling to cloth but a vg-f copy. In 1976 Kraus issued
a reprint, both are rare, no copies of either online. Still ip in paper. $680.00
Warner, Marina. – FANTASTIC METAMORPHOSES, OTHER WORLDS. Ways of Telling the
Self. Oxford: OUP 2002, boards & dj, 264pp, mint copy, nicely illustrated with B & W text figures
and reproductions paintings, engravings and manuscripts. Many other books by Warner in stock,
please inquire. $60.00
Watkins, Alfred. - THE OLD STANDING CROSSES OF HEREFORDSHIRE. Foreword by
Martin Linton Smith. London: Woolhope Naturalist’s Field Club and Simpkin Marshall Ltd 1930,
stout green cloth blind paneled, in dust jacket which is a bit dust-darkened, 83pp plus 53 full page
plates on chalk paper which constitute 143 photographs by the author, an uncommonly fine copy
of a wonderful book. Watkins, best known for his two books The Old Straight Track, and Early British
Trackways, was an antiquarian and amateur archaeologist and the re-discoverer of the lost terrestrial
science and magic refined and amplified by John Michell. His son states "My father regarded the
knowledge that came to him as a revelation and told me so," (Allen Watkins, Alfred Watkins of

Hereford 1972). The photographs in this book are particularly valuable for the serious student of his
trackway books as they minutely document the very land those books discuss. $120.00
Watts, Alan W. - THE TWO HANDS OF GOD. The Myths of Polarity. NY: George Braziller
1963, cloth & dj, 261pp, 23 B & W plates on coated stock and six line drawings, fine condition.
Patterns of Myth series; Alan Watts, editor. The complete series was also issued in a three volume
boxed set with two other titles, though this is the most important of the three. $14.00
Webb, James. - THE OCCULT ESTABLISHMENT. Vol. II: The Age of Irrational. Glasgow:
Richard Drew Publishing 1981, thick octavo, cloth & dj, 535pp, notes and index, fine, few copies
were printed and thus always very difficult to find. One of the great histories, always entertaining
and unfailingly provocative. His focus is the 20th century, confidently roaming the entire map from
the Nazis to Jung to Gurdjieff to the O.T.O. Meant to be a companion to his The Occult Underground
though “it is not necessary to have read [it] in order to follow the argument of the present book,”
(Webb, from the preface). There is a well known rumor that because of his critical treatment of
Gurdjeffian circles, certain 4th Way groups conspired to kill Webb with a kind of thought-weapon.
Webb did die a mysterious early death but what a bunch of gullible balderdash! $110.00
Wenzel, Siegfried, editor. - SUMMA VIRTUTUM DE REMEDIIS ANIME. Athens: University of
Georgia Press & The Chaucer Library 1984, stout cloth, 371pp, very fine condition. The Seven
Deadly Sins, with Latin and English translation and commentary, published at $42.95. $19.00
West, John Anthony. - SERPENT IN THE SKY. The High Wisdom of Ancient Egypt. NY:
Harper & Row 1979 1st ed, small quarto, publ’s white linen-cloth binding embossed with H & R’s
emblem, 253pp, illustrated throughout with photographs, old woodcuts, diagrams, plus
bibliography and index, an unusually fine copy, dust jacket un-clipped, with a bold presentation
inscription on the fly from West to “Loretta.” The first comprehensive explication in English of
Schwaller de Lubicz’s researches regarding the origins of Egyptian civilization, an historic leap of
understanding. West also famously questioned the dating of certain Egyptian monuments--the
Sphinx especially--finding a much earlier date and thus calling into question the entire Old Dynasty
chronology and opening in a marvelous way the age old question of Atlantis. Bravo. $90.00
Westfall) Osler, Margaret J. and Paul Lawrence Farber, editors. - RELIGION, SCIENCE, AND
WORLDVIEW. ESSAYS IN HONOR OF RICHARD S WESTFALL. Cambridge: CUP 1985,
fine cloth, dj, 350pp, jacket very slightly torn. 136pp are devoted to Newton including an essay by B.
J. T. Dobbs. $44.00
Wheatley, Paul. - THE PIVOT OF THE FOUR CORNERS. A Preliminary Inquiry into the
Origins and Character of the Ancient Chinese City. Edinburg: Edinburg University Press 1971,
large heavy 8vo, publ’s metallic gold fabrikoid binding, 602pp, 26 plates and illustrations plus
‘Glossary of Transcriptions, Foreign Names, Terms and Bibliographical References’, (all
supplemented in Chinese script), fine copy. The Cosmological-Magical structure of the Chinese
urban environment, parallel with Needham’s work. The first few chapters are at times heavily
pedantic--on the forgotten architectural sciences of urban design in China--but the following
chapters have always proved a rewarding reading experience for me. $35.00

Wilkenson, Richard H. – READING EGYPTIAN ART. A Hieroglyphic Guide to Ancient
Egyptian Painting and Sculpture. London: Thames & Hudson 1992, tall 8vo, hardcover & dj,
224pp, handsomely illustrated, very fine condition. $13.00
Wilkins, Harold T. - SECRET CITIES OF OLD SOUTH AMERICA. Atlantis Unveiled. London:
Rider 1950, 1st ed, cloth & dj, 467pp, glossy plates, text illustrations, very good in worn jacket.
$75.00
Wilkinson, James John Garth. – ON HUMAN SCIENCE, GOOD AND EVIL, AND ITS
WORKS, AND ON DIVINE REVELATION AND ITS WORKS AND SCIENCES. London:
James Speirs 1876, publ’s brown gilt cloth, 590pp, hinges neatly strengthened with binder’s tape, a
few contemporary pencillings o/w a vg copy. Wilkinson (1812-1899) was a physician, homeopathic
doctor, friend of Henry James Sr., Emerson, and Edward Maitland. He was deeply inspired by
Swedenborg and Blake and wrote major treatises against vivisection and vaccination, a fascinating
thinker. This work is mainly concerned with the subject of evil in science, the Bible, in
Swedenborg, Fourier and others, with much on vivisection. Rare, no copies online. $330.00
Wilkinson, Richard H. - THE COMPLETE GODS AND GODDESSES OF ANCIENT
EGYPT. London: Thames & Hudson 2003 1st ed, large 8vo, 256pp, profusely illustrated in color
and b & w, printed on glossy stock, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $30.00
Wilkinson, Richard H. - THE COMPLETE TEMPLES OF ANCIENT EGYPT. London:
Thames & Hudson 2000 1st ed, tall 8vo, boards & dj, 256pp, profusely illustrated in b & w, printed
on coated paper, sewn signatures, very fine copy. $30.00
Wilkinson, Toby. - THE THAMES & HUDSON DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT EGYPT.
London: Thames & Hudson 2005 1st ed, large 8vo, boards & dj, profusely illustrated in color and b
& w, all printed on glossy stock, sewn signatures, very fine copy. Detailed bibliography and index.
$30.00
William R. & Anthony Grafton, editors. – SECRETS OF NATURE. Astrology and Alchemy in
Early Modern Europe. Cambridge: MIT Press 2001 1st ed, cloth & dj, 443pp, one color plate and
numerous B & W text figures, very fine copy. $65.00
Williams, C. A. S. - OUTLINES OF CHINESE SYMBOLISM AND ART MOTIVES. An
Alphabetical Compendium of Antique Legends and Beliefs, as Reflected in the Manners and
Customs of the Chinese. Rutland: Tuttle 1976 3rd edition, silk binding with dj in slipcase, 472pp,
profusely illustrated with woodcuts and old etchings, a nice copy of a handsome book, well printed
and bound in Japan, a fundamental iconography. Williams is a good example of the amateur
scholar, besides being an authority on Chinese symbolism, he kept a day job as "Acting
Commissioner in Charge of Maritime Customs, Peking Office and Vice-President and Professor of
Customs College." $28.00

Wilson, Colin, editor. – THE BOOK OF TIME. North Pomfret: Westbridge 1980, 1st ed, cloth &
dj, 320pp, plates throughout, vg+ copy, includes one chapter by Wilson and another by the great
medical historian and rationalist/skeptic Roy Porter. $14.00
Wilson, Colin. - BEYOND THE OUTSIDER. The Philosophy of the Future. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin 1965 1st printing of the 1st ed, cloth & dj, 236pp, the jacket has been price clipped otherwise
a perfectly fine copy. $33.00
Wilson, Colin. – BRANDY OF THE DAMNED. London: Baker 1964 1st ed, fine tan cloth with
dj, 182pp, frontis, nice in lightly rubbed jacket. Rare copy of Wilson’s epic rant on music with a
large chapter, “Two Mystics, Scriabin and Bloch.” Later revised in 1967. $68.00
Wilson, Colin. – THE OUTSIDER. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1956 1st American ed (but with a
bookclub dot on rear cover), brown cloth lettered in black & silver, 288pp, with NYT review and
jacket panels laid in, fine copy. I read this book by candlelight when I was 19 years old while living
in a tent on the north slope of Mount Shasta and it gave me sustenance then to know that another
seeker, Wilson, wrote this book in his youth (published when he was 24) while camped in a tent on
Hampstead Heath. It became a guiding light for me for many years. $16.00
Wilson, Colin. – VOYAGE TO A BEGINNING. A Preliminary Autobiography. Introduction by
Brocard Sewell. London: Cecil & Amelia Woolf 1969 1st printing of the 1st ed, boards & dj, 191pp,
three plates, trivial bits of foxing on a few pages but a fine unclipped copy. $58.00
Wilson, Peter Lamborn and Nasrollah Pourjavady, editors. - THE DRUNKEN UNIVERSE. An
Anthology of Persian Sufi Poetry. Grand Rapids: Phanes Press 1987, cloth & dj, 146pp, mint copy,
autographed by Wilson. Printed on acid-free paper with sewn signatures, a beautifully typeset
presentation of these poems. $260.00
Wilson, Peter Lamborn. – SACRED DRIFT. Essays on the Margins of Islam. SF: City Lights 1993
(1st ed?), paperback, 167pp, vg condition. $8.00
Wilson, Thomas. - THE SWASTIKA. [Contained in: THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION]. Washington: Government
Printing Office 1896, 1st ed, heavy 8vo, publ’s blind embossed black cloth lettered in blue,
XXVI+1030pp, sewn signatures, illustrated with over 850 woodcuts and plates, uncommonly nice
condition for a heavy tome. Besides the usual plethora of governmental news [which I actually
enjoy in small doses], i. e. departmental reports and reviews of field operations, (ethnography,
ornithology, the U.S. National Museum etc.) there are two long monographs here, one on
‘Primitive Travel and Transportation’ by Otis Tufton Mason, (261pp), and the other by Wilson
which is 298pp. Other shorter papers on The Golden Patera of Rennes; The Wooden Statue of
Baron Ii Kamon-no-Kami; A Study of Primitive Methods of Drilling; and The Mancala. The
woodcuts in the text reproduce everything from a Tibetan boot to Greek geometry to hundreds of
swastikas. This gigantic assemblage of research dates from a time when the US Government was
mandated to fund and spread to the common citizenry scholarly knowledge at heavily subsidized
(often free) prices. $145.00

Winstanley) Hayes, T. Wilson. - WINSTANLEY THE DIGGER. A Literary Analysis of Radical
Ideas in the English Revolution. Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1979, cloth & dj, jacket a bit
rubbed, a fine copy. One of the most important books on the True Levellers, or Diggers, essential.
Winstanley’s own writings are still difficult to obtain as most have never been reprinted, so the
excerpts here are especially welcome. The True Levellers, also known as The Diggers, led some of
the first popular uprisings against the industrialism that swept England in the 17th century,
factories were burned and their owners strung up and hanged by mobs, the good old days. Peter
Coyote and his clan called themselves ‘The Diggers’ when they held free food giveaways and radical
street theater in the Haight Ashbury and who then led the infamous ‘death of the hippie’ parade in
1967. $13.00
Wittgenstein, Ludwig. - PROTOTRACTATUS. An Early Version of Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus. Edited by B. F. McGuinness et al, with a Translation by D. F. Pears & B. F.
McGuinness, an Historical Introduction by G. H. von Wright and a Facsimile of the Author's
Manuscript. Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1971 [first edition as such], large heavy octavo, cloth &
dj, 256pp, over 60 pages of B & W plates of Wittgenstein's manuscript, fine copy. First published in
1922, and written while he was a prisoner of war, this is his only full length book, (besides a
children’s dictionary), that was published during his lifetime. The Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus is only
90pp long, the rest of the text is an extensive commentary and analysis. $90.00
Wolff, Werner. - ISLAND OF DEATH. A New Key to Easter Island's Culture Through an EthnoPsychological Study. New York: J. J. Augustin 1948, 1st ed, small quarto, pictorial cloth, 228pp plus
21 pages of B & W photographs, 83 text illustrations, notes, bibliography and index, vg-f copy,
lovely text design, with large section titled: ‘A Glyph Dictionary of Metoro-Jaussen and Various
Other Hieroglyphic Charts.’ This is a chapter in history I’ve been following for 40 years. There
have been many attempts to explain the numerous mysteries yet none have been satisfactorily
proven. Every year there is new archaeological evidence, a new theory, a new documentary, and
then more disproving everything, on and on it goes like a Mobius Strip, therefore every book on
the subject, even the crack-pot ones must necessarily be pondered for whatever possible clues they
may provide. In a way Easter Island is the greatest of ancient mysteries. $22.00
Woodroffe, John & Pramatha Natha Mukhyopadhyaya. MAHAMAYA. The World as Power:
Power as Consciousness (Chit-Shakti). Madras: Ganesh 1957, (1929), tall 8vo, cloth, VII+260pp,
publ’s red boards printed in black, vg-f condition. In the introduction by M. Pandit he confirms that
this Englishman had a rare and at times unique ability--still unsurpassed in some cases--to convey
the inscrutable complexities of the Tantras and other Indian texts to the Western reader without
loosing any of the subtleties. It should also be known that while his books are all still inprint in
India and available in any really good esoteric bookshop (such as there are these days), the new
publishers have made the poor decision to re-issue them in cheap plastic bindings, and in some
cases have deleted the original Sanskrit words! $45.00
WORLD THEOSOPHY. A Journal Devoted to the Art of Living. Edited by Marie R Hotchener,
Los Angeles, five issues from 1932, Vol.2, No.6 June, No.8 August, No.9 September, No.10
October, No.11 November, tall 8vo, sewn printed wraps, plates on glossy stock and numerous

illustrations and text figures, plus ads, one tiny worm hole through the entire text of No.8, but vg-f
condition. Articles by HPB, Besant, Leadbeater, Olcott, others. The August issue is entirely devoted
to Olcott. All issues are rare, interesting ads in each. $155.00
Yates, Frances A. - ASTRAEA. The Imperial Theme in The 16th Century. London: Routledge
Kegan Paul 1975 1st ed, wine colored cloth in handsome dj, 233pp, 44pp of plates on glossy stock,
very fine unclipped copy. Much on Elizabethan chivalry. $95.00
Yates, Frances A. - THE ROSICRUCIAN ENLIGHTENMENT London: Routledge Kegan Paul
1974 (1972), 1st ed 2nd printing, publ’s green cloth in clipped dj, 269pp, cloth with trivial soiling,
fine condition. Most modern authors now have the indignity of being printed and bound cheaply,
often not even typeset properly, Francis Yates had the uncommon experience of being almost
exclusively published in handsome & lasting editions (though not by her own agency I’m sure).
$52.00
Yates, Frances A. – THEATRE OF THE WORLD. Chicago: Univ of Chicago Press 1969 1st Am
ed, publ’s violet colored cloth gilt decorated, 218pp, 25 plates, foredge spotted, spine bit faded, neat
and miniuscule pencil marginalia throughout (by Leslie Bigelow), a vg copy of this well made
volume. Bigelow was working on a major new biography of Dee when he died. About two thirds of
Yates’ text concerns Dee and Fludd, the rest on the esoteric history and Hermetic themes of
English theatre including a richly detailed chapter on Inigo Jones. $52.00
Yeats, W. B. - PREFACES AND INTRODUCTIONS. Uncollected Prefaces and Introductions by
Yeats to Works by Other Authors and to Anthologies Edited by Yeats. William H. O'Donnell,
editor. New York: Macmillan, 1989, first printing, hardcover & dj, 370pp, six B & W illustrations
on coated stock, two of which are full-page, extensive notes and scholarly apparatus, vg copy. The
Collected Works of W. B. Yeats series, volume VI. This volume, unlike most of the others in this series
contains many texts that are nearly impossible to buy on the open book market. $40.00
Yeats, W. B. - STORIES OF RED HANRAHAN: THE SECRET ROSE: ROSA ALCHEMICA.
London: A. H. Bullen, 1913, publ’s cloth-backed boards, 228pp, partially unopened, very fine
copy. According to the colophon the first edition of 1897 was under the general title 'The Secret
Rose', while in the present volume the revised version (from vol. VII of W. B. Yeats' Collected
Works, 1908) has been followed. Wade 104. A lovely if humble edition. $180.00
Yeats, W. B. – ESSAYS. NY: Macmillan 1924 (1917), revised edition, publ’s green blind-embossed
cloth, 538pp, hinges strained else vg. Revised and enlarged a number of times after this though it
contains all the essays that most of my customers are interested in, those on magic, Blake, Anima
Mundi, Christian Rosencrux, and his essays on symbolism in poetry and painting. The end papers
reproduce Yeats’ occult bookplate, (by his friend H. T Horton), left out of later editions. $40.00
Yeats, W. B. – IDEAS OF GOOD AND EVIL. London: Bullen 1903, 2nd ed, publ’s ribbed cloth
handsomely gilt lettered on spine and front cover, 341pp, title rubricated, small old address label on
fly, covers a bit scuffed else vg-f. Published in the same year as the 1st ed. Wade 46. $65.00

Yeats) Bachchan, Harbans Rai. – W. B. YEATS AND OCCULTISM. Foreword by T. R. Henn. A
Study of his Works in Relation to Indian Lore, the Cabbala, Swedenborg, Boehme and Theosophy.
Delhi: Motilal 1965 1st ed, publ’s cloth, 296pp, folding chart at back. $35.00
Yeats) Bachchan, Harbans Rai. – W. B. YEATS AND OCCULTISM. Foreword by T. R. Henn A
Study of his Works in Relation to Indian Lore, the Cabbala, Swedenborg, Boehme and Theosophy.
NY: Weiser: 1974 (1965), cloth & dj, 296pp, a very good copy, Indian sheets with cancel title page.
This is, as R. A. Gilbert has said, “A much undervalued work of considerable importance.” With a
folding chart detailing the symbolism of the triangles. The unsigned jacket art is a classic of hippie
psychedelia. $52.00
Yeats) Foster, R. F. – W. B. YEATS: A LIFE. I: THE APPRENTICE MAGE 1865-1914. Oxford:
OUP 1997, heavy 8vo, boards, 840pp, sweet color ep’s, 32 plates plus 18 text figures, mint. A
massive account. $10.00
Yeats) Gorski, William T. – YEATS AND ALCHEMY. SUNY 1996 1st ed, glossy boards, sewn
signatures (paperbacks are glued), 224pp, very fine copy. $55.00
Yu-Lan, Fung. - A HISTORY OF CHINESE PHILOSOPHY. Princeton: Princeton University
Press 1952 & 1953, 2nd ed, two volumes, publ’s stout black cloth, 455+783pp, about 15 passages in
volume two underlined in ink, cloth a bit marked else vg-f. The paperback is still in print at $120.00.
Was for long the definitive history, and unlike most previous ones it does not obsess on Confucian
schools. Almost half the text concerns Taoism. Volume one is unaccountably scarce. $150.00
Zandee, J. - DEATH AS AN ENEMY, ACCORDING TO ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
CONCEPTIONS. Leiden: Brill 1960, publ’s gilt brown cloth, 344pp, covers somewhat waterstained, call numbers mostly removed from spine, a few other library markings o/w vg copy of this
sturdily bound work, printed on good coated stock. All the many texts chosen for this large
compilation and analysis have been translated into English here. $65.00
Zimmer, Heinrich. - THE ART OF INDIAN ASIA. Its Mythology and Transformations. Edited
by Joseph Campbell. NY: Pantheon 1955 1st ed, two volumes, large heavy quartos, publ’s stout two
piece cloth binding, 465+614pp, fine copy of this handsomely bound study though lacks the
cardboard slip case. The importance of this massive iconography rests in the wealth of mythological
and symbolic detail that Zimmer marshals here. $166.00

Announcing the Release of
Jacques Vallee’s

WONDERS IN THE SKY
Unexplained Aerial Objects from Antiquity to 1879 and
their Impact on Human Culture, History and Beliefs.
(Second edition, extensively revised & enlarged)

EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED TO THE TRADE BY TODD PRATUM
“Meticulous attention to scientific detail is a hallmark of Vallée’s books, and Wonders in the Sky is a
case study in objectivity. Such focus makes this new edition of Wonders in the Sky a landmark and a
case study in the scientific literature: how to avoid dogma while still leaving open the wonders of
what role we play in a larger reality.” Dr. Garry Nolan, Professor of Microbiology & Immunology,Stanford
University.

“Anyone who has dipped into the world of ufology knows just how difficult it is to find an able
guide through the dark deep forest of the phenomena, which are diverse, confusing, and often, or
so it seems, intentionally confusing. Two beacons high above this forest have been the work of
Jacques Vallée and the web-based “Magoniax” research team of Chris Aubeck and his colleagues.
The result is a beautiful synthesis of the humanities and the sciences, of the human imagination and
the computer, of the visual arts and the art of scholarship.” Dr. Jeffrey J. Kripal, Professor of Religion,
Chairman of the Religious Studies department, Rice University.
“Their rigorously scientific insistence allows Vallée and Aubeck to retain the most challenging and
interesting aspects of these events without the distraction of premature commitment to any
particular interpretation. A willingness to combine documentary research, the heart of humanities
scholarship, with physical and astrophysical knowledge is rare.”
- Dr. David Hufford, Author, “The Terror That Comes in the Night”
Professor Emeritus of Humanities and Psychiatry, Penn State College of Medicine
Adjunct Professor of Religious Studies, University of Pennsylvania
++++++++++++++
This is a beautiful and rare treatment of the subject. Great care has been taken to produce both a gorgeous book
and one that will last through the ages, acid-free chalk paper, sewn signatures, handsome gilt lettered cloth binding
in gilt cloth slipcase. You can see a video and read other details at Jacques Vallee’s old crowd funding site.
http://tinyurl.com/jjp3ewr.

$260.00, plus postage from Todd Pratum

Vallee, Jacques & Chris Aubeck. WONDERS IN THE SKY. Unexplained Aerial Objects from Antiquity to 1879
and their Impact on Human Culture, History and Beliefs. In Collaboration with Yannis Deliyannis and the Webbased Magoniax Research Team. San Francisco: Documatica Research LLC, 2015, 2nd ed, large very heavy quarto,
cloth & dust jacket, two volumes, 465pp, printed on thick glossy acid-free paper, sewn signatures, with hundreds of
illustrations many of which are full page and in color, including Renaissance paintings, old woodcuts, early printed
books, charts and maps, plus a cloth portfolio of 20 rare Medieval and Renaissance broadsheets (i.e. posters) 11” x
8” and suitable for framing, plus a facsimile of a 17th century coin representing a legendary round shield from the
sky, everything contained in a stout Saifu cloth slipcase, each copy signed and numbered by the authors, limited to
500 copies and never to be reprinted. ISBN 978-1-5323-2348-5. This is entirely different from the 2010 Tarcher
paperback edition, greatly revised and expanded. A gorgeous production of the highest quality, a rare blending of
world-class scholarship and exceptional book arts. Great care has been taken to produce both a beautiful book and
one that will last down through the ages. Copies in stock. Because of the weight extra postage is required, $14.00 in
the US, approximately $35.00 - $65.00 overseas (depending on the country, we will quote exact postage).
Exclusively distributed to the trade by Todd Pratum. $260.00.
If you would like to order this with a credit card you can do so at Amazon but it is $10.00 more. I have a few other
special books listed there.

Finally, What Millions Have been Waiting for,
the Story that has Never Been Told Before!
“I did read your story, first, and found it gripping from beginning to end. I had no idea that your

life had been so adventurous and enterprising, from the very start." (Joscelyn Godwin).

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT OCCULT BOOKDEALERS,
(but were afraid to ask).
Pratum, Todd. - DARK IMPRESSIONS: 35 YEARS AS A DEALER IN BOOKS ON THE
OCCULT. Dee Manuscripts, Digital Delusions, Armed IRS Agents, Evil Aliens, Naked Customers,
a Cyanide Ring and a Car Crash. With a Postscript on Book Collecting in the Internet Age.

*Contained in OCTAGON II, THE QUEST FOR WHOLENESS, Edited by Hans Thomas
Hakl. Gaggenau: Scientia Nova 2016, 1st ed, glossy picture boards, 456pp, sewn signatures,
illustrated with photographs, new book, 300 copies only, autographed. This is volume two of a
ongoing four volume series that documents the history and practice of esotericism as seen through
the lens of the largest occult library in private hands, The Octagon, located in Graz Austria. It
contains my 67 page memoir ‘Dark Impressions,’ plus 14 other essays and papers in English by some
of the most respected authorities on esotericism (see list below). Volume one--the German
language texts--has already been published and is in stock ($100.00), volume two, just released,
contains the English language texts. The third volume will contain the French texts and volume
four the Italian texts. An historic publishing event, nothing like it has ever been done. My memoir
includes descriptions of some special rare books, libraries I’ve purchased and sold, my seven
bookshops and my extensive catalog business, and accounts of noteworthy customers (good & bad)
and their collecting predilections; other occult dealers, book hunting in exotic lands, battles with the
FBI, and how the gods forced me into the book business in the first place. With a postscript on
‘Collecting Books in the Internet Age.’ This four volume series will not be distributed in North
America. Besides volume one and two I can also supply volume three and four as they are
published, please inquire.
$100.00 nett, post paid in the US. I also have a few copies with a slight bump to one corner of the
binding, otherwise mint, $85.00 nett.
Contents of Octagon II
1) Hans Thomas Hakl: There once was a young man who left home in order to buy lots of
books, and even as an old man hadn’t got any wiser and still diligently kept buying them …
The History of a Library and the Personal Reflections of a Collector.
2) Wouter J. Hanegraaff: ‘Ad loca secretiora’: Rejected Knowledge and the Future of
Libraries.
3) Hereward Tilton: The Urim and Thummim and the Origins of the Gold- und Rosenkreuz.
4) Peter J. Forshaw: Unexpected in the Octagon: Heinrich Khunrath’s Presentation Copy.
5) Henrik Bogdan: The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the George E.H. Slater
Collection.
6) Joscelyn Godwin: A Walk through the Speculative Music Section.
7) Christopher McIntosh: Searching for the Gods in the Octagon
8) Aaron Cheak: The Alchemy of Desire – The Metaphysics of Eros in Renè Schwaller de
Lubicz (A Study of Adam l‘homme rouge).
9) Konstantin Burmistrov: Kabbalah in the Doctrine of the Order of the Asiatic Brethren.

10) Roberto Fondi: The Holistic Factor in Biological Evolution.
11) Riccardo Bernardini: The Historiography of Eranos: An Homage to Hans Thomas Hakl.
12) Mac Linscott Ricketts: Glimpses into Eliade’s Religious Beliefs as Seen in his Portugal
Journal.
13) Jeffrey Kripal: How I Came to the Study of Western Esotericism: And Why I Think It Is
So Important.
14) Andraž Marchetti: Dharma.
15) Giuseppe Baroetto: The Illusion of Reincarnation.
16) Arthur Versluis: Parahistory and Madame Blavatsky’s Progeny.
17) Alexander Bruce: Arcana Arcanorum: From the Rituals of Egyptian Freemasonry to the
Kremmerzian Corpus.
18) Alexandra Nagel: The Enigmatic Mentalist Wolf Messing.
19) Gregory Shaw: Archetypal Psychology, Dreamwork, and Neoplatonism.
20) Frank Julian Gelli: Julius Evola and I.
21) Christian Giudice: ‘For a Spiritual Understanding of Life’ – Arturo Reghini’ís Theosophical
Years (1898–1907).
22) Todd Pratum: Dark Impressions – 35 Years as a Dealer of Books on the Occult.
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